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Tells Of 'Hardship' Dating To Her Childhood
They had married in Mis-,Commission, revealed t h e a divorce from her first bus- time I didn't know that I had me to get a job because I don't the six girls are 13, 12, 10,
Memphis area.
THIRD IN SERIES
to get a divorce because he have much education. T h eleight and three. Seven of the
She and her 43-year old'sissipi in 1948, aceording to toe,s mother. She is several months band.
By STAFF WRITER
only thing I know how to do children were by the last man
The handsome 34-yesr-old husband separated in 1959. he woman. Mrs. "C" said she had delinquent on her house rent Before her second marriage walked off and left me."
is work in the field. I cannot she married before divorcing
woman, mother of 10 small started rooming several streets!gone to Juvenile couta to tilel which is $22 a month. She is she gave birth to her 14-year- Mrs. "C" was one of four
children told this Tri State away. ihe last tims she heard a complaint of "non-support of expec,ing mr utilities to be'old sor, whose lather, at the children in her family. Her do that much because I have her first husband.
a girl in had rhisaimatisin since I was a
When Mrs. "C" was asked
Defender reporter a "hardship about him was through a his children. Af'ter tnat she discontinued because of non- time was "just a boy friend." when she was just
what she expected to do about
!explained Mrs. "C." She added Mississippi. Her mother was child," said Mrs. "C."
ease" which dated back to her !mattel acquaintance who said was receiving support from payment.
childhood days in Tunica, Miss. he received a letter from Ju- Aid to Depmdent Children' Mrs. "C" has been married "He was in Detroit the last left with the responsibility of She pointed to her six-year- her plight, she replied "I would
for the whole family old son and said "he needs an like to get a job and take care
In order not to reveal her venile court, refused to open had given birth to an illegiti- twice, according to her story.'Um, I h,ard. He never sup- providing
by working in the cotton fields, operation, look at his stomach." of my family. But it is hard
identity, the woman will be re- the letter, but left for an un- mate son, who is now 19- She said the married the first ported his son."
months old, according to the time in 1943. Her husband,' When the Fri State Defender "I did not get much educe- ft was obvious that the lad for me to get a job with not
ferred to in this article as Mrs. known destination.
who is the father of her oldest pointed out that she should tion. I have gone to the fifth needed medical care. The other enough education. But before
"C." She and 10 children, four "Juvenile court never did do mother.
children appeared healthy,
let my children go hungry I'll
boys and six daughters, live in anything to find him to make' Currently she is receiving a son, 15. died in 1958. However., have divorced her first hus- grade. I had to take care of
Ages of the four boys are 15, ask Juvenile court to take
a small three-room double. him support his children, said $13 food order weekly from Mrs. "C" married her second band before marrying the see-, my smaller sisters so mother
Shelby and Memphis Welfare'husband without the benefit of ond one, she replied, "at the'could work. Now it is hard for 14, six and 19-months. Ages of them," lamented Mrs. "C."
:telant house in the North Mrs. "C."
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•Trigger-Happy Gunman
Slays One, Wounds 3

'Equal Job Opportunities' To Be
Discussed At NAACP Mass Meeting

Miss. Negroes
To Get Food
For One Month

GREENWOOD, Miss. — The
Leflore County Board of Supervisors voted today to resume, for one month, a full'
scale surplus food distribution
program.
I The surplus food program
I was discontinued last yeai
after the Atlanta-based Student Nonviolent Coordinating
'Committee (SNCC) began a
voter registration drive here.
The student anti-Segregation
group charged that the food
cut-off was aimed at "starving
Out" Negroes who attempted
to register and vote, end discourage others from doing so.
An estimated 22,000 Negroes,
• mainly seasonal workers, were
MRS. L. PULLIAM
JOHN PULLIAM
affected.
Physicians at John Gaston ieJ
Wednesday's announcepient
nones' sister, a Mrs. Vivian
Monde,
appear/reef
"a great vieteire .i
reported
Wa.'halled"aa
al
healtait
Shasta.
2649
es of
5
to be winning the battle to that her brother later eameio by James Forman, SNCC execsave the life of en ex-convict her home and when she dAced utive secretary, who said: "The
who killed one man, hurt three him why he was calling at decision is a great victory for
and terrorized the North Mem- that time of morning received those working to bring democracy to Mississippi. Many
phis area for about five hours an evasive answer.
The trigger-happy Jones Americans, especially those
before he was captured.
Homicide Capt. E. C. Swann then fired a blast through the connected with the Student
said on Monday that Frank wall and then walked off into Nonvioent Coordinating Committee have been untiring in
Jones, 32, was listed in "be- the night.
their efforts to feed hungry
tween fair and poor condition" KILLED MAN
Delta Negroes. Much of our
at the hospital and would be
Le- time in the past three months
charged with murder if he re- Jones then called upon
co-worker,
a
Thomas,
vora
has been spent in meeting the l
covers.
him food needs of these people.
Jones, who had been drink- and asked him to drive
Thomas'
When
city.
the
of
out
From now on, we will double
ing, was accused of killing
Levora Thomas, 47, for no car did not start, Jones became
See MISS. Page 2
of
vehicle
the
out
got
angry,
apparent reason and then atshot •
tempting to kill Mrs. Thomas and without explanation
the man dead, it was charged.
as she fled from their car.
policemen were
According to information re- I Some 30
drawn to the scene with three
ceived by the Tri-State Deand it was not until
fender, Jones attempted to police dogs
a.m. that Jones was
find a woman named Mrs. almost 7
hiding in an old
Louise Pullium, with whom discovered
truck at the rear of 2401 Van&he had been living, and when
dale.
vno one would divulge where
All of the famous cowboysI
He fired at Patrolman M. E.
she was hiding, he started his
White and barely missed the and girls will be there, said
"reign of terror."
officer's head. More than 37 Chairman Curtis Garrison
SHOT WOMAN
shots were fired at the gunman when he was discussing the
of
At 2:35 a.m., Jones went to before he was subdued.
Numerous bullets struck CNoemgrmoercjerslioarnnuCahaBmarberJ.
the residence of Arthur Morris of 2229 Eldridge and de- Jones during the shooting. Round, which is a charity
manded to know if Mrs. Pul- When carried to the hospital, dance. When questioned closer,
lium was there, and when officers counted 12 bullet the chairman explained that
they said they did not know wounds and a shotgun injury persons attending the dance
the woman he shot Mrs. Mor- on his bod
Capt. Swann said a strong
ris in the knee, slapped Morris with the pistol and then odor of alcohol was noticed on
fired at him when the elderly Jones when he was pulled
man fled. A bullet grazed his from the truck.
None of the officers were
left eyebrow as he ran in the
hit in the battle with Jones.
darkness.

" chants and business establish- Hooks, host to the meeting,
"Equal Job Opportunities.
will be the central theme when ments will be revealed, accord-!Rev. Lawrenes F. Haygood,
a mass meeting is held at Mid- ing to two committees of the pastor of Parkway Gardens
dle Baptist church, 821 Lane!local NAACP, which also re-'Presbyterian church; and Dr.
ave., Friday, March 29. start- vealed that a plan for desegre- Vasco A. Smith, a local dentist,
ing at 12 noon during a lunch- gating local businesses and up- i and vice president of the
eon, according to an announce- grading Negroes will be dis- NAACP.
More than 300 local clergyI cussed.
ment.
The technique of "selective I The meeting is being spon- men are enthusiatically particiselecbuying" will be explained. Al- sored by the local NAACP's,patine in the "proposed
so a plan offered by local mer- Freedom Committee and the tive buying" plans. A spokesI man for the NAACP said "we
Church Work Committee.
Inspirational addresses will are pleased with the ministers'
be made by Rev. John C. Mic-,participation We are happy
kle, pastor of Second Congre- they are offering their coungational church; Atty. Ben L. I sel, wisdom and spiritual guidance to this movement. Local
ministers are becoming keenly interested in equal employment opportunities for memIbers of their congregations.

CORE Asks RFK
To Investigate
Shooting Case

fa

Bar-Jaycee Dance
Expect To Attract
'All The Shootin-Ups

THE Ulf OF ROBERT FL MORRIS
A "This Is Your Life" program took Robert H. Morris, principal of Lester high school by surprise. He was so honored
by a social club in the area of his school, the Bontonettes
and the Bontons, last Thursday afternoon in the school's
gymnasium. A senior at the high school, Miss( nredlia Porter was mistress of ceremony. Participating were former
classmates of the honoree, friends, relatives and his first
principal, Elder Blair T. Hunt; and Nat D. Williams, who
told of Morris' college days and his teaching career at
Booker T. Washington high school, where he also directed
athletics. Also present was the honoree's wife, and their two
children; his slater, Miss Dora Todd and James King, a
teacher In Washington. Gifts Included a "This Is Your Life"
photography album. (Photo by Billy Duncan),

Solvent Savings Bank Was Started
BeaIe Street- - It Died There

JACKSON; Miss. — CORE
National Director James Fat.
en called for the "personal intervention" of Attorney General Robert Kennedy in a shooting attempt upon the wife of
CORE field secretary David
Dennis.
Farmer said, "The third
shooting attack on voter registration workers in Mississippi
In three weeks indicates a failure of state and federal authorities to adequately enforce the
law and to protect citizens in
their most elementary respon,
sibilities. It is time for your
personal intervention."
Mrs. Dennis was visiting her
cousin in Jackson, when three
shots ripped through the windshield of the family car. City
police were called but did not
investigate.
The CORE field secretary has
narrowly escaped injury in previoui\shootings. In the course
of his voter registration work
he has been arrested three
times for "traffic" offenses.

On

1906. It was DuBois who perTHIRD IN SERIES
suaded Harry Pace to come to
By FRED L. HUTCHINS
Memphis and join him and
(GUEST WRITER)
Between Fourtn and Turley Ed Simon in launching the
Streets at 358 Beale Street was "Moon." James Edgar Mitchem,
the printing business of Ed- one of Memphis smartest young
ward L. Simon & Company. men, also worked with Harry
the Paae preparing the "Moon."
published
Mr. Simon
"Moon," an illustrated weekly, At 392 Beale Street stood
edited by W.E.B. DuBois in the Solvent Saving Bank, organized in 1906 with Robert
R. Church, Sr., as its president.
I'. H. Hayes (late) was vice
president; J. W. Sanford, secATLANTA, GA. — "Atlanta's ond vice; W. E. Mollison, third
college student are committed vice, R. Warsaw Ware, cashier
Funeral services for John L. Peabody where he served as
to fight segregation wherever (later Harry Pace); J. T. SetBrinkley, Sr., 86, who died room captain under his friend,
it exists," the leader of the tle, attorney. Directors were
only 23 days after the death Ithe late Alonzo Locke. He reCommittee On Appeal For Robert R. Church, Sr., Robert
f his wife, Mrs. Minnie Brink- tired about 10 years ago.
Human Rights (COAHR) said R. Church; Jr., T. H. Hayes,
He belonged to the Knights
ley, were to be held at Avery
today.
Chapel AME church on Thurs- of Pythias, the Odd Fellows
Gwen Isles, a Spelman colSee STARTED, Page 2
day, March 28, with the pas- Lodge and was one of the
lege senior who is chairman
tor, Dr. Peter G. Crawford, de- founders of the Hotelmen's Imstudent
d
club.
BELL
MRS. KIRBY
provement
of the three-year-ol
livering the eulogy.
anti-segregation group, said I
A member of Avery Chapel
Mr. Brinkley passed away on
famous
like
be
will
dressed
one
years,
50
than
that students here will con-1
last Saturday, March 23, at for more
i
cowboys and cowgirls.
tinue their push against segre,
the home of his son, John L. of his happiest moments oc- ,
famous
the
like
Dressed
I
stuhe
that
when
1963
in
said
early
gation
group,
curred
ParkS.
Brinkley. Jr., of 1271
.1 e Start will b.. is. Btr- dents here will continue their
way east. The younger Mr. and his wife were able to at1504 push against segregation. The
Brinkley is principal of LaRose tend together a night service gie L Kirby, a housewife,
at the church for the first time Monsarrat St. Others will dress group has already integrated
The necessity of Boy Scout
Elementary school.
like Annie Oakley, Ma Beasley, lunch counters and movie units were stressed by Rev.
"After his wife, to whom he in a number of years.
be
Aside from his son, John L. Dale Evans, etc. Men will
theatres here.
C M Lee, pastor of Pilgrim
had been married 62 years,
Buck
church, 491 E. McLemore Ave.,
died," his son said, "he did not Brinkley, Jr.. he is survived dressed as Roy Rogers,
others.
Karp and
during the. first Report Meetwant to live. He prayed each by two other sons, Austin R. Jones, Wyatt
The dance has been set for
ing last Saturday, of the South
night that death would unite Brinkley of Chicago. and Atty.
Flamingo
at
Percy Brinkley of Baltimore, Friday March 29
Division of Boy Scouts, which
him with his wife."
associate
Hugh
Lifson,
A.
2 Hernando St.,I
/
and a granddaughter, Miss Room, 1401
is in the midst of its annual
A HOTEL MAN
LeMoyne
art
of
at
professor
starting at 10 p m.
membership drive.
- A native of Memphis, Mr. Minnie Paulette Brinkley.
Prizes will be given for the College, is back on campus
Interment was in Elmwood
Rev. Lee, a volunteer camBrinkley was a headwaiter at
annual
the
attending
attar
I
girl
and
cowboy
d
paigner in the drive said:
the old Peabody hotel until it cemetery in the same grave best dress,
Art
National
the
of
conference
dressed
"since the aim of Boy Scoutclosed at Monroe and Main. He with his wife. T. H. Hayes and and also the worst
(railer Education Association which
went to work at the Parkview Sons was in charge of final cowboy and girl. Many
Mo.
See WORKERS, Page 2
City,
Kansas
in
convened
I
away.
prizes will be given
hotel and later returned to the arrangerneots.

John Brinkley, Sr. Dies
23 Days After His Wife

Committed To Fight

Boy Scout Workers'
Report Meeting Set
For Saturday 8 a. m.

Back On Campus

Stindinfs Of
'Miss Mid-South'
Contestants
SHIRLEY PURNELL __ 9075
'CAROLYN RANDLE ..... 8370
8110
IEARLIE MAE BILES
Katherine Woods ____.. 4445
C. ERIC LINCOLN
. 3115
Beverly Allen
2770
;Patricia Terrell
2535
Joyce Carney
995
Cecil Eric Lincoln was , Eunice Logan
885
named "Mr. Music" at the Patricia Cummings
773
recent Band and Glee, Club Norma Jean Taylor
685
concert at Booker T. Washing- Sandra White
600
ton high school. He reported Amelia Gibson
613
the largest amount of money!Ernestine McGhee
615
from the sale of concert tic- Essie B. McSwine
600
kets. He is the son of Dr. and Amelia Gibson
270
Mrs. C. Sric Lincoln. He is Gloria Jean Woodard
280
also an honor student, a mem- Patricia Ford
ber of the Senior Band, a Sadie Hollowell _____ 250
reporter for the Washingtoni- Carolyn Hollowell _______ 250
250
an, Business Manager of the Shirley Smith
220
Sophomore Class and a Sar- Marlon Green
200
egant on the NDCC Drill Mary Towns
Rose Dotson ........__a. 200
Team.

Named `Mr. Music'

2,000 Teachers Are Expected To
Attend TEC Meet h Nashville
NASHVILLE — Some 2,000
Tennessee Education Congress
members will gather April
4-5 at Tennessee A&I State
university for their Annual
Convention, according to TEC
President John C. Hull,'Pearl
High School principal.
"Superior Teaching for Crucial Change" is the convention theme. In addition to two
general sessions, on Friday
there will be four special interest groups meetings 8:3010:00 a.m. and some 20 departmental sections meeting
2 to 5 p.m. in subject matter
areas, as well as special luncheon and dinner sessions,
Secretary
Executive
TEC
George W. Brooks of Clarksville has announced.
Councilman-at-Large Marshall L. Shepard of Philadelphia, will be keynote speaker at 10:00 a.m. Friday, April
5. Aecorder of Deeds in Washington, D. C., under President
Franklin D. Roosevelt. the
Rev. Mr. Shepard es rved three
terms in the Pennsylvania
State Legislature and has
been cited by the governor of
that commonwealth for meritorious service He is pastor
of Mt. Olivet Tabernacle Baptist Church in Philadelphia.
Players
Tennessee State

A&I will hold their one-day
session April 5. They will hear
Tim Ryles, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, national
president of the Student National Education Association,
and Miss Countess Johnson of
Memphis, state president of
Supervisors from all secStudent NEA-TEC.
tions of the state will hold a
Other convention speakers
one-day session also April 4.
include Edouard Morot-Sir,
They will hear Mrs. Erma M.
culturel counselor, French EmHayden, music supervisor,I
bassy, Washington, D. C.; Dr.
Nashville City Schools, anal
Rodney Tillman, Peabody ColCoordinator W. E. Turner, Dileg,e, Nashville; Dr. Lure M.
vision of Instruction, State
Odland University of TenDepartment of Education.
nessee, Knoxville; Dr. Allen
Special interest group pan- G. Anderson, Western Kenelist ii.clude Citizenship: Dr. tucky State College, Bowling
Herman Long, Director, Race Green; Dr. Lyman B. BurRelations Institute, Fisk uni- bank, Vanderbilt University;
versity; Human Relations: Dr. Commissioner of Education
J. Herman Dims, TVA per- Education Howard Wart; Dr,
sonnel director of Knoxville, A. F. Klein, Nashville Public
and Atty. Avon Williams of Schools; Dr. Eugene M. Patza
Nashville; Special Education: and Dr. Sue Craig, Bill WilMrs. Florence M. Russell, psy- kerson Speech Center, NashCity ville; George W. Jones, ExNashville
chologist,
Schools; Guidance: Mrs. Addie ecutive Secretary, American
D. Jones of Memphis, Mrs. Teachers Association, Mont.
Mary L. Wormack of Jack- gomery, Ala.; Dr. W. S. Davis,
son, Mrs. A. A. Battle of Chat- president. A.3/1; Robert W.
tanooga, and Mrs. Edna Tur- F3ogan, executive secretary
ner and Ira C. Baxter, Nash- Education Council; Robert C
Glaizer of Station WDCN-TV
ville.
Student members of NEA- and R. B. Davis, Jr., Tenner
TEC from LeMoyne, Knox- see Visual Education Service
ville, and Lane Colleges and Inc., all of Nashville.
Guild will present "Purlie
Victorious," 3-act comedy opening the convention at 8:15
p.m. Thursday, April 4. Dr.
Thomas E. Poag, speech and
drama department head at
A&I, is director.

.Buying Car Tags
The Ballot Is Your BOge Of Citizenship - --Register Whei!
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bers, 2256 Eldridge; girl, Anitai
Rochelle.
'
II
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Smith,
II
848 Walker; boy, Darryl Eu(Continued From Page 1)
gene.
March 22.
ing is to teach boys to become
L
Mr. and Mrs. Wash Harris,t
good citizens, it becomes our
1050 Fields; girl, Debra.
first duty to foster and give
Mr. and Mrs. Lepolyer
support to any organization
Buntyn, 748 Wortham; boy,'
which lends itself to opporWayne Wallace.
tunity for growth and develand Mrs. Walter JohnMr.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L.
opment toward this end."
AT JOHN GASTON
son, 774 Montgomery; girl,
Hall, 1619 Florida; girl, Nona
Reported at the meeting wao
HOSPITAL:
Belinda Marcelle,
Curlina.
$362.
March 16.
and Mrs. George E.
Mr.
T. J. Toney, financial chaicMr. and Mrs. Readers A. Mr. and Mrs. James E. Blair, Nelson, 894 Lavon; boy, Vicky'
man of the Southern Area qf
Maxwell, 1725 Rayner; a girl. 931 LeMoyne Mall; girl, Caro- Pershon.
Boy Scouts of the Chickasaw
Mr. and Mrs. James H. lyn.
Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand I
Council and principal at GeetWhite, 1923 Benford; boy, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy McGhee, Poole, 654 Washington; boy,
er high school said that $250
1123 S. Lauderdale; girl, Gilda
Kenneth Bernard.
James Edward.
and been received and $75
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond LaFaye.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Gunn,
had been pledged. The goal
Mr. and Mrs. Ests_s. AnderMathews, 1379 Aste; boy, Ralph
girl,
Karen
2584
Walnut;
is $2,000 for the nine areas
son, 1668 Mitchell; boy, Estes Michelle.
Antonio.
in the drive. $150 were reMr. and Mrs. Andrew S. Jr.
ported Saturday.
Truitte, 894 Palmer; girl, Pam- March 19.
All ministers, principals and
Mr. and Mrs. Willie E.
ela Denise.
other volunteer works haveak
Mr. and Mrs. Young H. Bragain, 765 Tate; girl, Globeen invited to attend theVer
White, 1509 S. Lauderdale; girl, ria Jean.
next report meeting which
Mr. and Mrs. Leon G. Stev- (Continued From Page 1)
Celita Yvette.
will be a breakfast meeting,
Mr. and Mrs. Pink Lovelace, enson, 1584 McMillan; boy,
set for Satudray, March 30
J. W. Sandford, J. T. Settle,
1743 Hunter; boy, Stephen Terry Lmaont.
at 8 a.m. at Pilgrim Rest BapMr. and Mrs. John L. Jones, Dr. A. L. Thompson, Dave
Lynn.
tist Church, 491 E. McLemore
Washington Dero Saunders,
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bogard, 265 Jones; a boy.
Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. George Rich- Dr. W. E. Irving, Dr. A. S. J.
865 S. Fourth; boy, L. C. Jr.
volunteer
other
Among
mond, 1519 Cella; girl, Linda Burchett, Milton Clay, Alonza
March 17.
workers attending the last re
Locke, J. C. Martin, J. B. WilMr. and Mrs. Arstara M. Marie.
port-meeting were: Rev. Lebi
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Jones, lis, A. E. Clouston and some
Grissom, 383 Cambridge; girl,
Phillips, pastor of Macedorila
456 Tillman; girl, Connie De- others.
Daphne Louise.
Baptist church; Rev. J. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Moul- nise.
HARRY PACE
Williams of Jerusalem BapMr. and Mrs. Henry Wesley, In 1907 there was trouble in
ton, 2548 Heard; girl, Elizatist church, N. J. Ford of the
817 Simmons; boy, Charles Ed- the Solvent Bank. The direcbeth.
N. J. Ford Si Sons funerial
Mr. and Mrs. Lemore Hicks, ward.
tors decided to reorganize the
home; D. K. Rogers, Earl
2456 Haisch; boy, Ronald Eric. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Jones, official personnel. It was then
Walker, Rufus E. Jones, asqsMr. and Mrs. Robert V. Rose, 553 N. Fourth; girl, Gay Nell. Milton Clay, who had noticed
tant manager of the S.
590 S. Lauderdale; boy, Wil- March 20
Pace's ability and devotion to
Jones supermarket; Hugh T.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Sisco, duty while with the "Moon" —
lie Edward.
Love, Robert R. Conley, WhiMr. and Mrs. James A. Con- 1171 N. Belvedere; boy, Clif- wrote him to consider coming
tler A. Sengstacke, Sr., getfer, 439 S. Lauderdale; boy, ford Andre.
to Memphis to accept the post
(rat manager of the Tri State
March 21.
Mark Angelo.
of cashier. Pace accepted. His
Defender; and Norval B. Pow
Mr. and Mrs. Jame Killion, work at the bank attracted
March 18.
ell, district scout executiv,
Mr. and Mrs. William H. 870 N. Second; girl, Ora Mae. national attention and a larger
the South Division.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie L. field of work beckoned him.
Ivory, 1607 Sydney; boy, CurWard, 222 N. Manassas; girl, In 1913 Harry Pace became
tis Maurice.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Green, Connie Jean.
secretary-treasurer of the StanMr. and Mrs. Charles E. dard Life Insurance company.
743 Pontotoc; girl, Jacqueline
John
Dixie;
boy,
Green, 458
Ann.
He served in this position until
Mr. and Mrs. Onnie Massey, Montell.
1920. He resigned, went to
The Order of the Eastern
Calvin
L.
Roband
Mrs.
Mr.
1405 Gold; boy, Oscar.
New York where he organized
Star Union plans to observe
girl,
GloShamrock;
inson,
865
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Webster,
the Pace and Handy Music
Palm Sunday during servi,
5191
/
2 Hampton; girl, Joyce ria B.
company.
at Warner Temple AME 7
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene ChamAnn.
Harry Pace's big ambition
church, 917 Missisaippi blvd ,
was to become a lawyer —
at 3 p.m. Sunday, April '7.
and to satisfy that ambition
Guest speaker will be Rev. W.
he began in 1930 to study
urer: Clyde Adams III, parliamentarian and Isaac Young, J. Neal, pastor of the church.
first officers of the newly orthree hours at night. He grad- BEING INSTALLED as the
business manager. Not seen is Oliver Ingram, assistant sec- The meeting is open to the
uated from Chicago Law ganized Promoters club by Elder Blair T. Hunt, are: leftpublic, said Mrs. Elizabeth
retary.
school in 1933 with fourth right; Bolden Lawson, president; W. C. Robertson, vice
Russell, general chairman
president; Samuel Hill, Jr., secretary; Arthur Lawson, treasplace honor in a class of 40.
In 1933, Pace was chosen by
Nets For Performers
Secretary of Commerce Roper
as a member of the advisory
MADISON, Wis. — (UPI) —
.committee to the secretary
A bill which would require
concerning itself about the
circus aerial performers to uae
:National Recovery Authority.
a net unless they carry int,
to
obtain
more
difficult
It
Is
'Pace's book "Beginning Again"
surance of at least $20,000 each
decent jobs than it is to ob- was introduced in the Senate,s;
was published in 1934. He died
tain civil rights said Elder
July 19, 1943.
Blair T. Hunt, pastor of MisFRATERNAL BANK
sissippi blvd. Christian church,
In the same block between
when he was delivering the
Fourth and Tarley Streets
installation address during a
another bank was organized.
Starts SUNDAY!
banquet of the newly formed
I have forgotten the year, howMARCH 31 —
Promoters club, held at Uniever I believe it was 1910. J.
versal Life Insurance cafeteria,
6— BIG DAYS —6
J. Scott was president and
recently.
Alfred W. Ward was cashier.
Elder Hunt likened man's MACABRE MASTERPIECE
After Mr. Scott died, William
activities to that of a bird
Burrows became president and
MINIUM wttassTifisat wswos
which flys. He said "all of us
after Burrows, Alfred Ward
got wings and like to fly. Some
took over as president. The
EDGARAURNPOEt
of us got brown and black
bank was the Fraternal Bank
wings — and some of us have
and Trust Company. It was
white wings." He added some
started at 361 Beale Street.
of us need to pluck out some
Later it moved across the
of dead feathers, oil others and
street to 362 Beale. This bank
...PATNECOLOR )
fly with faith, strength, music
merged with the Solvent Bank
,ss
continued:
prayer."
He
and
in 1926 and was liquidated in
TOTS
PARTY
AT
wonVINCENT
PRICE
it
is
age
—
"this
a
fast
1927. There was not any other
around the table, from left, are Synthia, derful to be alive."
Negro bank until Dec. 16,1946 Mr.and Mrs. Earl Gates, Jr., of 296 Glencoe rd.
turRLORRE
The speaker said that "NeAlford, Sharon, Ronnie, 'reap. Ann, Rodney,
when the Tri-State Bank at'gave a party for their two daughters, Sharon
gro ministers created a heaven,
Sharon, Vickie, Artelia and Billy.
386 Beale threw open its doors and Ivorie Gates and Rodney Keith Eddins.
aomsKARLOFF
some years ago, to meet the
fpr business.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ripley Eddins. Seen
needs of poor slaves. They
In 1900 Robert R. Church,
created song song which said
Sr. (better known as Bob.
"All of Us Got Wings."
"TAKE T)11
Church) saw the need for a!
President of the organizaBEAK FROM
park for colored citizens. At
tion, Bolden Lawson said the
OUT MY
I that time not any parks were
club ''will help promote local
HEART
provided by the city for Nescholarships as well as parAND TAKE THY
(Continued From Page I)
groes. Next to the Beale Street
ticipate in community projects.
FORM FROM OFT
(Baptist) church, he had the
our efforts to register every However, the main purpose of
MY DOOR
ground leveled,driveway cut in, Miss Alpha Brawner New lama, and the Julliard School Negro in this county. We hope
the organization will be to
QUOTH THE RAVEN:
trees set, benches, and all York Civic Center opera star, of Music in New York City.
vi- help build a new Elks lodge
meet
the
not
will
that
we
and
a
native
of
She
is
a
sister
of
Dr.
Clara
Memphis,
'NEVERMORE!"
other needs for a park. About
olence and other obstacles we here.
200 feet back into the park, will be presented in recital Brawner and daughter of the
POE
have thus far encountered."
speakers appearing on
Other
late
Dr.
and
Mrs.
on
Saturday
night,
April
13,
Jeff
Brawhe had a large auditorium
The "violence and other ob- the program were Atty. Rusner.
on
the
stage
of
Bruce
ball
erected.
The leading soprano with stacles" Forman referred to, sell Sugarmon who introduced
PLUS
The auditorium was used for at LeMoyne college.
the
New York Civic Center were two shooting incidents the main speaker; Jeff Symthe,
Her appearance is being
speeches, shows, graduating
workers.
On,
involving SNCC
sales director of Southern Edexercises, conventions, and so- sponsored by the Rebecca opera company, Miss Braw- February 28, SNCC field sec- ucators; John Brackett, public
cials. In its earlier days. each club of Metropolitan Baptist ner appeared in a Town Hall retary Jimmy Travis, 20, was
I relations director of Southern
recital on Dec. 3.
year Mr. Church gave a church.
shot twice by three whites. A Educators, a company selling
Miss Brawner is a gradu- GOING ABROAD
Thanksgiving dinner, free to
later,
a
carload
of
SNCC,
books and other educational
She is scheduled to sing week
all without respect to color. ate of Manassas High school
in workers were shotgunned out-I'materials; Mrs. Mary WakeThe only ticket needed was to and Spelman college in At- in the title role of "Aida"
here.
their
office
side
'field of Geeter high school;
Munich later this year dila_
be poor and hungry.
ing the Munich Music Festi- Through student and other I Frank Scott, district deputy of
HALF-WAY DINNER
dishes were added, sometimes
val and will appear later groups in the North, the Stu-I West Tennessee Elks; and
Many great speeches were fried chicken and spaghetti.
in Geneva, Switzerland. In dent Nonviolent Coordinating Thaddeus T. Stokes, master of
made in the auditorium. PresMrs. Ammons was bent on
December she will sing with Committee has "sent thou- ceremony. Music was supplied
MADE POSSIBLE BY EASTER SEALS
ident Theodore Roosevelt spoke running a highly respected
the Fresno, Calif., Symphony sands of tons" of food and by Soloists Miss Barbara Ann
Made possible by Easter Seals are the new crutches of Mrs.
from the stage of this audi- dining room. She did not allow orchestra.
clothing into the Delta, a SN- Hendree, James Crittenden
A PARAMOUNT RELEASE
torium on Nov. 19, 1902. a man to sit down to her
Minerva Doggett, 52, of 1572 Minnie St. This is only one
Mrs. Thelma Whalum is CC worker said. The drive will and Bennie and Mrs. B. Munn
Booker T. Washington made table without his coat on, nor president of the Rebecca club, continue, the worker said, at the piano.
of the many projects that is carried on by the local Easter
a speech there in 1909 and would she allow smoking in Mrs. Ida Jamison concert "until we have some assurance
Seal Society to aid handicapped children and adults. Other
the dining room. Her place in chairman, and Mrs. Gladys that Leflore County's Negroes
programs which the Easter Seal Society sponsors are: Easter another in 1913.
Many old Memphians re- Church Park soon became too Webb, chairman of publicity. can survive."
Seal Bowling, held 4 to 5:30 p.m. at the Rollaway Lanes,
member Mrs. Ammons and small and Mrs. Ammons moved
1828 Michigan ave.; Swimming, held the first Saturday of
her dining room which she her dining room to 440 Beade,
We beleive Now Is The Best Time Of Recent
treatment of an undisclosed
each month at the Abe Sharp WMCA. 254 S. Lauderdale, 2 started in a house which set near Wellington. Later she
PresbyYears
To Purchase A Home Of Your Own Do Not
ailment at Columbia
to 3 p.m.; Day Camp. co-sponsored by Easter Seal Society back in Church Park, where moved up stairs over the
terian Medical Center.
and the Memphis Park Commission, June through August; you get a half dinner for IS Solvent Bank at 392 Beale.
Wait. Just take a look at this Beautiful Home.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — She had been undergoing
Annual Faster Seal Halloween Party, Christmas Party and cents or a whole dinner for Mrs. Ammons opened her
Easter Egg Hunt. The Easter Seal Society also has a pro- 2.5 cents. A "half-way" consist- business in 1907 and catered The granddaughter of Ethio- treatment and observation at
gram of counseling people with epilepsy. On Tuesday, April ed of three small dishes, one to the Beale Streeters and the pian Emperor Haile Selassie, the neurosurgical clinic of the
Cantonal Hospital.
2 to 9 p.m. approximately 6.000 volunteer workers will of steak or a pork chop, one near-Beale Streeters for many Princess Aida, arrived here for Zurich
canvass the Memphis homes. Your contribution to the (of rice and one of stewed years. (Next Issue: "Monnie Of
apples and hot rolls and coffee. Morehouse" Becomes President
Easter Seal Society will help carry on the program listed
The whole dinner, two other Of Howard University).
above.
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OFFICIAL BALLOT

MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST THIS BALLOT IS WORTH

5 VOTES

Name Of Contestant
Bring or Mail This Ballot To The

Memphis, Tennessee

236 S. Wellington Street
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Eastern Star To
Observe Palm Sun.

Promoters Club
Installs Officers
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Rebecca Club To Present
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Selassie Kin In,
U.S. For Treatment

SPRING SPECIAL

USED AIR CONDITIONERS $6929

TOM SAWYER'S
APPLIANCE COMPANY
618 McLernore

EASY FINANCING AVAILABLE

01,j1i, AIR CONDITIONING

AND REFRIGERATOR WORK.

LOW RATE
AUTO LIABILITY COLLISION & FIRE INS.
Small Down Payment.8 Months To Pay
If you have a problem including your:
Driving License-Cancellations—SR-22 or Releases
CALL

ADKINS INSURANCE
AGENCY

635 Mississippi Illyd.
Ph. 526-2381
Res. 274-9837

McDANIEC'S WEEKLY
SPECIAL

OLYMPIC CONSOLE STEREO with AM/FM
S19995 20 L.P. Ripcords MU

"JUST GOOD LIVING"
1281 Costollia

McDANIEL'S

Furniture & Appliance Co.
117 So. Parkway East

WH 6-1667

Baths, Dish-washer, Living and Dining
3 Bedroom Brick,
Roo., Breakfast Room, Modern Dec. Double Garage, RecentWorkshop.
Inter
Corn System, Floored A.Tic, Basement.
ly Built,
Shown by Appointment.
Azzi•L. Harris Roolty, 1809 C ncinnoti, WH 6-2264-946-7236
Angie Mitchell Sales Woman - 946-9600
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WHEN A VERY GOOD- I said that 'teachers there are
LOOKING women entered
going to have to start teaching
night-spot last week looking! according to rules and regulaabout as gay as the spring day, tions, and less school-time
a friend of hers asked "what's spent on personal things." In
the occasion?" She replied "I the change-over from the old
am celebrating my recent di- to the new way of doing things
vorce from my husband, who down Florida way, one teacher
is a local minister."
transferred to Leath school.
A MEMPHIS MAN who Of coursel this is the main
v.As recently prosecuted by the topic of buzz sessions.
Ws st Memphis, Ark, court on LATEST DOPE on the mara charge of DWI said, "The ital status of a well known
West Memphis police and the local lawyer is that "their marstate troopers have set up a riage is headed down that
trap for people from Mem- often trended path," where
phis. If the West Memphis po- each take back their vows o
lice don't catch within the city "to death do we part."
THE BIG "M" was graced
limits, the state troopers will
nab you before you make it to with the presence of James H.
the bridge. Be careful about Meredith last weekend. Meregoing to West Memphis — if dith seems to like the "atmosphere of the place."
you are drinking."
THE CEILING FELL IN —
THE REPORT IS that the
no joke, the ceiling fell at the gay divorcee is singing herPalace theatre. It was schedul- self right into the heart of a
ed to open with live stage man who is not quite divorcshows on April 7.
ed. Just give him a little more
s
ALL IS NOT WELL at Flori- time. He is talking that talk.
da Street School because there Oh well; In the springtime a
has been some changes made. young man's (old man's) turn
The carrier pigeons' messages to love.

m.
bia.,

ril "7.'
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United States Air Force Di
rector of Manpower and
rganiza tion, Major Gen. Benja
min O. Davis, Jr.'s visit to Tennessee State University high
lights AFROTC Detachment
790's AFROTC Week celebration March 25-30.
The highest ranking Negro
AT TEXAS AIR BASE
in the Armed Services,. Major
General Davis will be _ the Airman Basic Herman Hayes.
AFROTC's convocation speak- whose wife is the former Miss
er March 27 and will attend Evelyn Tribble of 478
LaClede,
the Detachment's banquet the Memphis,
in attending the U.
preceding evening.
S. Air Force technical training
The week's activities started course for air
policemen at
with Sunday School, March 25,
Lackland AFB, Tex. A 1980
included a banquet, Mardi 26;
convocation and a quiet hour, graduate of Booker T. Washington High school, he attendMarch 27.
The AFROTC Ball on March ed Owen college before his en30 will feature Bill Doggett listment.
and his orchestra.
At the Military Ball intermission, Co-ed Sheila Baltimore of Indianapolis, Indiana
POLICE DOGS
will be. installed as the Deterrorise demonstrators, turned dogs on them. A number tachment's "Miss Air Force
of students were roughed up by dogs and the clothing of ROTC" for the coming school
some torn to shreds. Supervision of the protest is by Peters- year.
Miss Baltimore, along with
burg Improvement Association, an affiliate of the Southern
the reigning "Miss AFROTC,"
Christian Leadership Conference.
'Chicago's Joan Casey, will be
FULL
.introduced at the Detachment's
week-long observance.

0A

PROTEST USE OF
Some 800 students and citizens of Petersburg, Va., marched
on Police Headquarters in a protest to the use of police
dogs on peaceful demonstrators making a frontal attack on
the community's segregated theatres. Widespread community unrest resulted when patrolmen, in an attempt to

KENTUCKY
BEAU

PTorBteer HeldPT A()Toea

Mark3rdAnniversary Of
Sun., March 31
GeorgiaEconomicBoycott

Youth Shot At Greenwood
Vows To Return To Scene

90

PROOF

Tenn. Social Club
To Meet In April

Members of the Tennessee
JACKSON, Miss. — A 20- Moses said, "We were all
Social Club presented presents
year old Negro youth — al- inches from being killed."
The annual Porter Junior to members during a recent
most killed by white assailants! Doctors from University HosHigh school PTA Tea will be meeting at the home of Mrs.
three weeks ago in Greenwooddpital in Jackson, where Travis
held in the school cafeteria on Jessie Brown of Driver at.
Mississippi — has vowed to was taken by ambulance, reSunday, March 31, from 4 to 6 After a business session recontinue "fighting to bring ported that if the bullet had
SAVANNAH, Ga. (Spe-1 speaker stated that "Savan- "We leaders in the Fight For p.m., and the public is invited. freshments were served.
democracy to Mississippi."
entered his body with a little cial) — The third annivers-' nah has been an inspiration, Freedom are often told that Through the years the pro- Next meeting is scheduled
James Travis, a field secre- more force, he would have ary of the world famous o Brunswick."
if we start anything a lot of ceeds from the PTA Tea ob- to be held at the home of the
His address was unusual
tary for the Student Nonviolent been killed instantly.
Broughton Street Boycott and
Negroes will suffer and lose tained from patrons and ad- president, Mrs. Elizabeth Baiinteresting because of the
Coordinating Committee (SN- Travis is a native Mississip- which
skyrocketed thel manner in which he compared their jobs, Rev. Hope said, vertisements in the Souvenir ley, 380 Driver at. Apt B, the
CC), said that the experience pian and a former Freedom
of the the leadership of the Prophet but we have to be prepared Program have been used for third Sunday in April at 4
he had undergone February 28 Rider. He says, "I am going Savannah Branch
NAACP into the forefront of Moses to the present day fight to suffer to secure the rights the school's athletic and ed- p.m. Mrs. Sammie L. Carter, 11111TUCAS BEAU DISTilliNG COMPANY.OWENSBORO.tt
"has only served to convince back to Greenwood. People
ucational programs.
is club reporter.
the battle to obtain integrated for freedom being vaged by we are entitled to."
me that we must continue to there need all the help they can'
waiting facilities was observed Afro-Americans.
Work, harder than ever, to see get. They are hungry, and their
at Bethel AME Church, East
The speaker related the agethat all Mississippi citizens children are hungry, but they
Broad and Gwinnett Lane.
old story of how Moses was
have the protection of law and want to register and vote."
This, the 154th consecutive called by God out of the burnorder."
Sunday afternoon mass meet- ing bush, and was commanded
Travis was driving from
ing conducted by the Savan- to "go down into Egypt's Land
Greenwood to Greenville, acnah Branch, had • as guest and tell Pharaoh to Let My
companied by Robert Moses. dispeaker Rev. Julius Caesar People Go."
rector of SNCC's statewide Mis"Like so many of us today
Hope, pastor of Zion Baptist
sissippi project, and Randolph
A Tea and Fashion Show
who are called upon to help
Blackwell, field director of the has been planned by the Wom- Church, Brunswick, Ga., presiAtlanta-based Voter Education en's Chorus of Progressive Bap- dent of the Brunswick-Glynn out in the Fight For FreeProject, when three white men tist Church for Easter Sunday, County Branch of the NAACP dom," Moses started giving
and vice-president of the excuses to God. The speaker
in an untagged white 1962 April 14 from 4 to 7 p.m. at
Georgia State Conference of said, "God had to use perDear Policyholders and Friends:
Buick fired into his car.
the Foote Homes auditorium, NAACP Branches.
suasive measures on the EgypNineteen hundred and sixty-two was another eventful year in the history of your Company. You, the policyholders,
announces Mrs. Louella Neeley,
INCHES FROM DEATH
Rev. Hope was active in the tians before liberation came
the
ore
real owners of North Carolipa Mutual,
di All side windows were com- president.
Montgomery
Bus
Boycott to the Isrealites, just as we
pletely smashed. Travis re- Among models to display Movement; militant activities have to use sit-ins, wade-ins,
In giving an account of its stewardship for the year, your management Is pleased to report that we began the year
ceived a shoulder wound, and current fashions will be Mrs. at Atlanta, Ga., and in voter kneel-ins, and an economical
with assets of $71,133,573; insurance in force of $29 1,996,684 and 1,325 persons in the employment of the Company.
another bullet penetrated his Annie Parker, Mrs. Doris Jean registration drives throughout boycott to persuade the folks
We closed the year 1962 with assets of $76,762,506, an increase of $5,628,933; Insurance In force of $337,042,732, an
body at the back of his skull Dodson and Mrs. Geraldine the State of Georgia.
downtown to give us our
increase of $45,046,048; and 1,472 employees.
and became lodged behind his Martin. Narrator will be Mrs. In his opening remarks the rights."
The payments to policyholders of $7,569,051.01 showed on increase of $5 1 6,934.00. The total payments since
spine.
0. C. Collins.
organization amount to $95,742,098.
The Reinsurance Agreement between North Carolina Mutual and Unity Mutual Life Insurance Company of Chicago,
entered into in December 1962, was the largest and one of the most significant transactions in the history of the Company.
YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
The result will be mutually advantageous to the policyholders and employees of the companies involved and of untold
benefit to the citizens not only of Chicago but also oethe State of Illinois.
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT
During 1962, the renown firm of WELTON BECKET and Associates of Los Angeles and New York was commissioned to design our new Home Office building and to prepare plans and specifications for the construction thereat. It
is to be a twelve-story sculptured concrete building in the $4-55 million range, providing approximately 130.000 square
feet of net usable space. The excess capacity will be available for long-term leases to carefully selected tenants.
COTTAGE
CHEESE
1324 Mississippi
The new building is expected to be ready for occupancy in 1965 It will provide us with highly efficient facilities for
rendering the best possible service to our policyholders; and will continue as a landmark in our City attracting further
EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT. COURTEOUS
national attention. During 1962, we had 3,186 visitors to our Home Office.
Space limitations will not permit the enumeration of many other noteworthy accomplishments In 1962. May It
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
• •
be sufficient to say that your Company continues to move ahead aggressively and soundly. Your continued cooperation and
support are warranted and solicited.
946-0411
Respectfully submitted,
AND IF NO ANSWER
A. T. SPAULDING,
JA 7-3311
President
with fresh chopped garden vegetables
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General Davis
To Speak For
TSU Air Cadets

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY

Tea & Fashions
On Easter Sunday

64th Annual Statement

lozeatjkilleo-Salad

MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY

•r--CLIP NOW AND KEEP FOR FUTURE USE-..-

Real Estate:
Home Office Properties
Branch Offices
Other Properties

NOW ON SALE

2.

3.

4.

Mortgages:
City-Insured by F.H.A. and
V.A. Guaranteed
Other City Mortgages
Farm Mortgages

All type tags are on sale at the NEW SHELBY COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING.
Hours:
Hours:

8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. (Monday through Friday)
8:30 A.M. to 12:30 P.M. (Saturdays)

ALL LIGHT CAR LICENSES
ALL HEAVY CAR LICENSES
CITY STICKERS

(Cars weighing less than 3600 pounds)
(Cars weighing more than 3600 pounds)

Policy Loans:
Bonds:
U. S. Government
Foreign Governments
State and Municipal
Railroads, United States
Public Utilities, U. S.
and Canada
Industrial and Miscellaneous

$10.00
$13.50
$10.00

IN ORDER TO PURCHASE TAGS, A PERSON MUST PRESENT HIS TENNESSEE TITLE
OR TITLE CARD AND '62 REGISTRATION RECEIPT.
(Be able to tell Clerk color of vehicle)
Passenger car licenses (and P-1 truck licenses only) and City Stickers will be sold at the .
following city locations: (City Stickers will be $10.00)
Hours:

9:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.(Monday through Friday)

OUTSIDE LOCATIONS
Fire Station No. 11
Fire Station No. 15
Fire Station No. 26
Fire Station No. 10
Merchants Building
Merchants Building

March 20
March 20
March 21 & 22
March 21
March 23
March 25,26,27,28, 29 & 30

TO MEET THESE

WE HOLD THESE
ASSETS

1963 STATE AND CITY AUTO LICENSES

1.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1962
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

CITY
1826 Union Avenue
Faxon at Decatur
3345 Millington Road,(FRAYSER)
148 S. Parkway West
II
(FAIRGROUNDS)
(FAIRGROUNDS)

LIABILITIES

$939,003.18
634,243.76
113,678.24

Statutory Policy Reserves
Policy Claims Not Reported
and Incomplete

10,763.957.81
9,989,333.67
89,802.22 20,843,093.70

Dividends to Policyholders
Other Policy and Contract
Liabilities

810,583.41
1,694,884.40
20,656.78

2,905,173.72
2,151,668.16
509,837.91
5,030,014.87
5,110,810.45
18,147,001.89
10,368,026.26 41,317,358 54

Preferred and Common Stocks
Common—Insured
by F.S.L.I.0
170,000.00
Preferred
287,920.00
Common, Including State
Supervised Corporations •. 5,073,914.56 5,531,834.56
Cash and Bank Deposits
Interests and Other Investment Income
Due and Accrued
Premiums in Course of Collection
and Deferred
.........
All Other Admitted Assets
TOTAL ADMITTED ASSETS

$60,402,292.54

1,686,925 18

2,054,398.41
646,727.19

Interest, Rent and Premiums
Paid in Advance

305,008.46

Taxes and Accrued Expenses
Payable in 1963

585,549.20

Group Annuity-Employee Past
Services Reserves

829,487.21

Mandatory Security Valuation
Reserves
All Other Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES

1,998,632.06
429,100.46
967,077,194.58

Contingency Reserve and Surplus:
Reserves for Contingencies .. . 3,636,311.77
500,000.00
Asset Fluctuation Fund
5,550,000.00 9,686,111 77
Unassigned Surplus

1,477,083 .17
299,911.68
$76,762,506.35

TOTAL LIABILITIES, CONTINGENCY
RESERVE AND SURPLUS

$76,762,506.31

• TOTAL INSURANCE IN FORCE $337,042,732.00

NORlikt CAROLINA MUTUAL
060jnivirance Ompany

W.H. EWING
1 Phone JA 6-8831
NM NINO MIMI VENNI

MOM

MSS

County Court Clerk
157 Popular Avenue

DURHAM NORTH CAROLINA
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40 LeMoyne Seniors
Do Practice Teaching
"Ye know that alter two look at the life of Jesus and
days is the feast of the pass- take on new hope. It is at this
over, and th, Son of Men is point in life that our burdens
betrayed to be crucified." become lighter and we can go
- Matt. 28:2 forth feeling that someone
cares. The whale life of Jesus
EASTER'S MEANING
Oncd again our thinking gvies evidence to the fact that
actually cares for us.
someone
turns to the Easter season. It
is at this tim.. that the suffer- ; But this evidence becomes
ing and death of Jesus takes on'even more meaningful when,
new meaning to us. But as one we look at and appraise all
looks at the observance of this 'hat takes place during this
season in the year 1963 we are Easter season.
prone to wonder if the real Jesus looking at these who
significance has penetrated the have given up all to follow
inner walls of the hearts of Him told them that in a few
men. Easter like so many other days His sojourn here on earth
Lillian Joyner, Keel Baptist, sponsor of second prise whiner;
BABY CONTEST A SUCCESS — Babies from a number of
important events in the history would end. What a te r rib le
Mrs. Mattle Williams, East Trigg Baptist; Mrs. Emma StewBaptist churches were entered In the second annual Baby
of man seemingly only reaches shock it must have been for
and Tot Contest sponsored by the Women's Auxiliary of the
art, Bethlehem Baptist; Mrs. Mayenba Brooks, Mt. Joyner:
the outer walls of the hearts these faithful souls who had
Tennessee Regular Baptist Missionary and Educational ConMrs. Nancy Joyner, Pilgrim Rest; Mrs. Ida Lambert, Golden
of mankind.
follow
Him!
given up all to
Seated on front row, from left, are Mrs. Inez
Leaf, and Mrs. Beatrice Wainwright, Columbus Baptist, who
vention.
today
yourself
Can
you
picture
To Jesus this occasion markBrooks, president of Women's Auxiliary; Dedrick Joyner,
sponsored first prize winner, and who will receive all-exed an important aspect of His living without Jesus?
second prize; Mrs. Eunice Bruce, Keel Baptist church, conpenses paid trip to National Baptist Convention in Clevelife. All that He had done was The same way that you feel
test chairman; Angela Ann Wadley, Gina Yvette Stewart,
land this year. Her entry received $25 Savings Bond. As
at stake. Had not this ordeal living without Jesus was inLenvone Brooks, Callaway E. Bain, Rhonda Ann Lambert
sponsor of second prize entry, Mrs. Joyner will receive
become the fitting conclusion tensified by these unlearned
of the life of Jesus all else men who had but one mind
round-trip ticket to the convention. The contest was held at
and Brenda Kay Montague, first prize winner. Standing
would merely have been theory and that was to follow Jesus.
from left are Dr. A. E. Campbell, Convention President; Mrs.
Pilgrim Rest Baptist church.
The things which he advocated What a different world this
would have been like the would be today if each of us
60 Students Have Flu
things advocated by His con- had the same zeal and enthusitemporaries. But Jesus who asm to follow Him only to
Sixty of LeMoyne's 575 stuhad advocated everlasting life awake one day and find out
dents were out on various ocmade it factual by dying Him- that Jesus is gone.
casions with the flu during
self and rising from the dead. But as dark as the picture
the recent epidemic, it was
was momentarily there was a
SEASON OF LIFE
Today only our serious ap- ray of light — ray of hope —
revealed this week by John
Some 80 youngsters from six formance were Tyrone McNaiCarnell Weaver of Lester
proach to the crucifixion, death, His going was not to be a per— --- C. Mickle, personnel director
ry, Arthur Lee, Carl Smith, also saw the show.
Memphis
grade
schools
were
thing.
menent
will
ressurection
Jesus
and
of
for the college.
treated with a trip to Holiday George Riley, Robert Clevemake it possible for others to DAY OF HOPE
land, Tami Louise Gandy, Carl
want to follow Him. The Easter Today whatever life has to on Ice here recently, and the Edward Sneed, Ronald Banksseason comes at a time when offer us we still live in an trip was sponsoned by the
ton, Emilyn Payne, Rita Major,
all nature is bursting forth in area of hope. Day after day Zuber-Bynum Council, an or- Ora Lee Boyland, Willie Garnew beauty but whereas this with all of their unrealized ganization founded to provide
rett and Jennie Ruth McKinnew beauty is visible all about'dr,Tarns and aspirations we still recreation f o r handicapped ney.
us there is no real reason why'live in hope that tomorrow will children.
Also Larry Harris, Fred
our entire stress should be on be better than today. Countless
The students, parents and
William Payne, Jane
coming out with new garments.,numbers of us hope that the teachers were provided with Franklin,
H. young, Lawrence smith,
The real spirit of Easter is a fates of our children will be first-class seats for the per.
Oscar
Cunningham,
Chester
matter of establishing hone foe lo:tter than ours. That they will formance.
Taylor, LaRuth Claxton, Melthe hopeless. The real spirit of , be able to acclaim some of the
Keel School children were
Easter is evidenced by some- thingswe cherish most. It is accompanied by a teacher, vin Edwards, Carolyn Edwards and James Clark.
thing happening on the inside
the same mind that Jesus had. Miss Marilyn Watkins, and the
Accompanying the children
of us and not the outside.
He hoped that His death would principal, Mrs. Alma Booth. from Georgia Avenue were
Daily we come in contact
Students included Gail Cole- Miss Ruby Brown, Mrs. Lillie
make an indelible impact upon
with people who are bent bethe minds of His immediate fol- man, Donald Williams, Samuel M. Phillips, president of the
neath the heavy loads of care
lowers but not only to them Ware, Arthur Ford,. Clarence Zuber-Bynum Council, and
placed noon them by this
but to followers yet unborn Reed, Ellison Haymer, Brenda Mrs. Mary Talford, vice presworld. These burdens upon
all for which He suffered Jiles, Joyce Cummings, Larry ident of the organization.
their shoulders, the dark hours that
and bled and died might have Shelton, Eddie Allen and
PORTER SCHOOL
through which they are forced
a meaning for people on to Dorothy McKenny.
to walk and the uncertainties eternity.
Porter Junior High school
Also
James
Porter,
Delores
that face them daily make a
students included Jerry Fletchanalysis
is
final
the
Crutchfield,
Noah
Jones,
WilThis
in
disheartening
thing
of
very
responsibility of each of liam Wilkinson, Johnny Wil- er, Oscar Shaw, Danny Mitchtheir sojourn on this earth. But,the
ell, Townsend Bowie, Rayfield
each Easter should call for a lus — not only at Easter but kins, Mary Tate, Stephenia Drinkwater, Arthur Bradford,
lives. But the Johnson, Shirley Halfacre, Flothroughout
our
hope
and
new expression of
Annette Sanders, Easter Pepossibilities on their part. No life of Jesus must be meaning- rifle Grandberry, Diane Thom- terson, Annie B. Wilson, Debefore we as and Karen Wilson.
one living here escapes the ful to us personally
loris Murphey, Geraldine PatStudents from Georgia Avcares of this world. These can make it meaningful to
I. If NOT CLAIMED 5000 Quality Stamps will
who daily encount- enue school attending the per- terson, Charles Siggers, Charles
cares express themselves in others. We
Mabry and Florence Burton.
be added to the NEXT DRAWING.
some area of our lives — phy_ er trials, tribulations, and
Students from Klondike were
watch and fight n
sically, socially, economically, crosses must
Beverly Coins, William T.
2. If number is NOT CLAIMED it will be PUT
Union
spiritually or morally. We find and pray, the battle ne'er give U
Malone, Velma Holmes, Sanwe'
BACK in the DRAWING BOX.
ourselves constantly in the c'er. We must in all that
dra Cannon, Winnie Faye Galforth the hone
throngs of some unaccounted exemplify show
and
loway,
Eugenia
Robinson
'
in
Hi
,
Jesus
by
down
laid
as
3. When the WINNING NUMBER is CLAIMED,
for care,
Mark Shines.
But come as it may we can!final days.
winning STICKER will be REPLACED by a
Members of the Union BapMelrose pupils were Helen
list church Sunday school have
NEW ONE.
Thomas, Geraldine Campbell,
been invited to participate in
Nathaniel Blanton, Drew Boythe annual Sunday School pro4. Big Star Bumper Numbers will continue
kins, Thomas Fraction, Golclie
gram to be held at King Solountil 30 DAYS NOTICE of Withdrawal!
Payne, Franklin Keller, Pamon Baptist church on Sunday
trick William, John White,
March 31.
Roosevelt Patterson and John,
The Union Sunday school Gilliam. They were accomThe first Boy Scout rooster
will participate on the Easter panied by Mrs. Myrtle Fisher.'
to work in the Dixie Homes
program.
area, died in Washington. D.
Milton Young is superintenC. Saturday, March 23 at 1:30
dent of the Sunday school, and
p.m., according to word receivMiss Dorothy Jones reporter.
ed here. Arthur Earl Withers,
Jr., was a native of Memphis.
He suffered a stroke on his,
Job five days previously.
Mr. Withers was also one
of the first two Negroes
here to be cited as Eagle
Scouts. He was the first scoutThe B.T.U. at Castalia Bapmaster of the St. Stephen Baptist Church, 1540 Castalia at.,
ARTHUR EARL WITHERS , presented the Twelve Keys To
tist Church's scout unit.
Funeral services will be
Miss Syl- ' God's Resources at the church
conducted at the John T. Ryan cia Witherspoon and
brothers.'Sunday, featuring Mrs. M. MatFuneral home in Washington, via Withers; three
Withers of thews, Mrs. E. Waller, Mrs.
D. C. at 2 p.m. tomorrow James and Jacobs
Ernest Withers of 1Helen P. Piner, Miss E. Buc(Thursday, March 28). Inter- Washington;
sisters, Mrs. hanan and 0. D. Minor, soloist.
ment will be in the Carver Memphis, two
Alice Jackson of Richmond, Mrs. V. Mitchell was the di-,
Automobile, Furniture
Memorial cemetery.
Peters rector. Rev. C. Mimms is pasSignature
A graduate of Manassas high Calf., and Mrs. Vivian
tor
of
the
church.
father,
his
Ill.,
and
Chicago,
There la a reason why people
school in the class of 1934 he of
like to do busin•ss with toll. You,
MemWithers,
Sr.,
of
A.
Earle
played football there. He was
to,,, will like our courteous treat
Washington
captain of the football team phis, who went to
',lent and d•sir• to h•lp you.
in '33 and '34. He went to to be near him after he suf"Op•n Thursday and Friday
a niece
Usher Board, Deaconess,
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Washington in 1941. He was fered the attack; and
Mother of Chords,
MemSaturdays 9,00 to 100
employed as an accountant in and seven nephews in
Nurses, Missionary,
OIXIE FINANCE CO.
phis
the Defense department where
Prayer Band
Horn• Owned - Horne Op•roted
he suffered the attack at his
Nylon, Dacron, Cotton,
DIXIE
desk. He was carried to FreedPoplin, Siam 5 to 53
FINANCE COMPANY
Lone, Short and BA Sleeves
man's hospital. Before acceptW. lik• to say yes to your
ing his Defense Department
SAMS Mt MFRS
loan requ•st"
AND ORGANIZATIONS
job, he attended Howard UniExamln•d and Sup•rvI•ed by
Lowest Prism Available
versity there.
St. Stephen Baptist church. I
th• Stat• D•partrnent of
liftITE FOR FREE CATALOG lt2
Insuranc• and Banking.
He is the brother of Ernest 508 N. Third at., is set to celeTo your church, civic group or charitable
C. Withers, Sr., owner of the, brate its 26th annual Brother- SPRINGER EAMON UNIFORMS
2 LOCATIONS
Withers Studio Photography, hood Observance, Sunday, 701 N St., N.E. 77 Alabama St., S.W.
161
S.
Main,
JA
7-8581
organization.
Mail or bring to Air-Press AdverII
'March 31 at 3 p.m. announces Washington 2,0.C. Atlanta 2,5
on Beale at.
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
tising
Agency,
2071 Union Ave., Memphis,
Other survivors include his the chairman, William Yates.
Featured speaker will be
wife, the former Lorraine
Tennessee.
Thompson of Memphis, who Rev. Samuel B. Kyles, pastor
graduated from Manassas in of Monumental Baptist church.
the same class as her husband; Music will be supplied by the
five daughters, Mrs. Pearl Wil- Southern Male chorus. Rev.
hams, Mrs. Thelma Samuels, C. C. Crivens is the church's
Mrs. Elaine Childs. Mrs. Mar- pastor.
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Zuber-Bynum Council Plays Host
To80 Youngsters Alice Show

More than 40 LeMoyne sen- Hattie Mangum (Melrose), Ediors are carrying out student ward C. Mayhue (Lcath), Hazel
teaching assignments this se- Shannon (t)unbar), Thirkell
mester, it was anounced by Marie Stovall (Georgia), Ossie
Mrs. Anita Hariston, director A. Tolbert (Magnolia), Amanda
of the student teaching pro- Upshaw (Magnolia), Freddie
gram at the college.
Mae Ushrea (Hanley), Dorothy
Nearly 30 LeMoyne seniors J. Woods LaRose) Willie Coldcompleted practice teaching as- en (Georgia Ave.), Minerva
signments last semester in var- Hancock (Keel) and Millicent
ious elementary and secondary I Cade (Carver).
schools, Mrs. Hairston said.
Also Countess Johnson and
Seniors doing practice teach- Ruth Jones (Carver), Ernestine
ing this semester are: Ava Q. Carpenter, Claude Farmer and
Addison (Leath), Helen E. Roscoe McWilliams (B T W),
Armstrong (Carnes), Marva Alice Dobbs (Melrose), Shirley
Brown (Calwell), Sophie Ann Eaton, Betty M. Saunders and
Brown and Bobbie Jean Burns Edward L. Thornton (Manas(G r a n t), Eleanor Buckley sas), Geraldine Gray (Lester).
(Locke), James E. Cleaves Lavata T. Edwards and Florida&
(Caldwell), Lillie Ann Flowers Haynes, Gloria I,amar an110
(Dunn), Juanita J. Harbor Joyce A. Lymon (Porter), T.
(Cumings), Thelma Hill (Les- C. Heard (Hamilton). Nonetha
ter), Betty J. Johnson (Walk- Reaves (Lincoln), Willie Wilson
cc), Ruth H. Jones (LaRose), (Douglass), Alfrado Saff6ld
Shirley C. Kendirck (Kansas), (Corry) and Ida Jones (Mitc'h•
Geraldine Kimbrough (Norris), ell Road).

STOCKBRIDGE
Summer
School

HO acres in Berkshires. Coed. High School credits ,
for advanced courses or repeat work. Small classes
or private tutoring. Counselling. Beautiful campus
near Tanglewood. Supervised study. All sports.
For booklet write: Hans K. Maeder
Box 487-C, Lenox, Mass.
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SPRAT LABELS

UNIFORMS

.Brotherhood' To Be
Featured Program

JACK SPRAT LABELS
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When it's gift giving
time or time for
something new for
your home you'll be
glad you depended on
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Quality
Stamps!

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
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DR. BENJAMIN MAYS

"MISS sPIRIT OF EMANCIPATION"
Misses Louise Bowen, Petty L. Roberson,
:
1Fay D. Carter, Brenda T. Rucker, Ruby
Myrtle Hemphill, Margaret Dixon. Maria

Contestants are:
Yvonne Carodine,
Steen McKInnee,
Taylor, Clara M.

Cooper, Dorothy J. Bryant, Marie Mae Fisher. Ophritta D.
Washington, Lola Bonds, Joyce Livingston, Bobs White,
Juanita Voss, Melva Jean Young, Allie P. McCain, Velma M.
Becton.

''BTW SCHOOL NOTES Hits Back At Englewood

,

ENJOYING HOLIDAY ON ICE

9

lir. Benjamin Mays, president
of Morehouse college, AtlanLi
and a member of the United
states National Commission for
the UNESCO. has been named
to the advisory council of the
Institute of European Studies,
nonChicago-headquartered
profit organisation which conI ducts study programs for U.S.
college students at the university of Vienna and Freiburg
and in Paris. The advisory
council has 100 members.

Bridge Bleb is
Mrs. Shaw's Guest

Siam-. The trip to the show lias sponsored
Enjoying Holiday on lee show which came
By JOSEPH YOUNG
Sandra Hill, what is your
by the Zuber-Bynum Council, an organisato Memphis recently are two students from
Evictions
philosophy of life? What is
SPOTLIGHT
lion which provides recreation for handl- I
Keel Ave. School for Crippled Children,
, this we're hearing about you
i Tins week th? multi-colur of and
capped children.
Samuel Ware and Donald Williams, sc“,
Club Entre Nous has hosWalter Cummings?
ENGLEWOOD, N. J. —, Vedus subsequently asked here with their teacher, Mrs. Annette Wilthe spotlight beams on a nice James Johnson says nothing md
tessed by their president, Mrs.
,r,
the
vacate
to
families
two
the
telligent young man, Robert ,can
—
An
integrationist
,
G. Shaw, at her Speed
Essie
disturb the love between t"--"
Volk said,
iller, AtIO resides at 855 - F.nim and M. G.
leader said Mayor Austin homes in February,
Street home Saturday eveaeto
and
refused
has
since
Lemoyne Mall with his par-: Shelbra
ning, March 16. The meetBrooks, things don't! N. Volk was "poorly in-'
erns, Mr. and Mrs. Alexander look so good on your side (or 1 formed" about the evictiOn ,cept any rent.
ing was characterized by an
were
notices
servy
Miller.
air of relaxation and wholeof two Negro families parti-ied
' do they?)
e Bergen County court
: He is well known and liked
hearted enjoyment.
I heard that Yvonne Porter,cipating in a school boycott.
Willa
Mrs.
on
Thursday
fficial
and outside the Junior Class.
Following the:. business sesI(Ham) is singing in the back- 1 Byron Baer, an official of the Mae Batchelor, mother of four
has great potentialities and,ground to George McMurray.
sion and Essie's superb "First
Racial
of
Equality,
!Congress
Minnie
children,
Mrs.
and
con-1
high ideals. He plans to
Menu" were three rounds of
; Strange as it seems, Herman contradicted remarks that Volk Cherry mother of two.
#nue his education at Indiana‘ Thomas and Amelia Gibson are l
bridge competition, culminatmade in rejecting charges that
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life
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ate college. His
Baer said Mrs. Batchelor
ing with Carrie Scott and Hetrying to get together.
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at her own expense two
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Contest
H. Williams, has been en- tending the reception of Mr. duction and assembly of every satisfactory grades and
sifying its efforts to obtain young women 25 to 14, years
gaged to address a Program
perfect attendance record.
are ever fortunate enough to
Crawford. jeweled watch.
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Mrs.
and
-I,
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By COSY SMITH
Negroes
for
jobs
aetter
l
a
of age. They will sell Emana .Youth Activities at Metro
have. These young men are
and BARBARA DUNCAN
local business firms, said news cipation Proclamation Souvepolitan
Baptist
church,
Sun-I
Roderick Diggs and Charles
release.
nir Buttons. The contestant
At last Spring has arrived Branham. Roderick, the son of day, March 31, at 3:15 p.m.
These efforts are being selling the highest number
Order
of
the
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gay
serv-:
come
have
it
with
aind
Mr. and Mrs. Roderick Diggs .
pushed on a broad front, cow- will be awarded a $50 cash
dirlors, short sleeve shirts, Sr., is an honor student aside ices will be as usual. Lunch- I
ering many businesses in the prize. The contest started
111113opsickle pants, white pleated from being Student Council eon will be s.rved at the '
community, said the NAACP. March 13. It will end May 6.
irts, dirty sneakers, and who President and Cadet Colonel church at 1 p.m. The Training
The reports of these Corn- Headquarters for the contest
knows how many droopy eyed was chosen by NDCC instruc- Union Program will be at!
mittees will be completed by is Atlanta Life Insurance, 526
couples, holding hands on the tors as the City-wide Battle 5:45 and a musical programt
and a panel discussion have'
the end of the month and will Beale St. For additional incampus.
Group Cominander. Congratbeen set for 7:30 p.m.
be subsequently presented to formation on the contest, conmembers
ulations Rod, we all wish the
Even the faculty
the Branch's Executive Com- tact Mrs. Josei Combe Moore,
Mrs. Mora Jones is genbit
best
for you.
spryer
are feeling a little
contest manager at JA 6-1027.
mittee for final action.
eral chairman of the program.
than usual. In fact, in a basket-1 The other young man is Other
committeemen include
the
pitting
ball game
facultylCharles Branham, son of Rev. Miss Bobbie Mathis, Miss Ann
against four members of the and Mrs. John Branham Sr.
sen- Charles is president of the sen- Spragaggins, John Childrers,
other
seven
team
varsity
Rev. S. A. Owen is pastor of
iors, the faculty, with several lior class, National Honor So- the
church.
ciutstanding players who rank-'ciety, Quill end Scroll and Lt.
athletes,
college
as
od
defeat-lColonel. Charles will take a
the seniors 46-43.
test for the Murrell ScholarFaculty players were Mr. ship. Here's to you Charles,
Jones,
good luck.
rks (high point),
ompson, Lacey, Lee, Mc- TALENT SHOW
HardWilson,
Coy, Johnson, J.
The Senior Y-Teens, sponhugs, Jennings, 0. Wilson, sored by Mrs. Garner and Mrs.
Irma Peebles Shann of Compton. Calif.
GIFT TO LEMOYNE ALUMNI — A gift of a
Walton,
W.
Maples.
Ware, and
Scott, put on a super swinging
Shown here at the presentation, from left,
the alumni of
to
made
was
set
bowl
punch
W.
McDowell,
S.
J. Matthews,
The annual convocation of
talent show with a lot of good
are Bennie Lewis. Mrs. Ann L. Weathers, T.
—
sisters
Peebles
the
by
college
LeMoyne
J.
Buford,
A.
Rice,
J.
Owens,
prospective preibrmers from 32 presidents of member colR. MeLemore, Mrs. Norman, Mrs. Hightower,
Walker, M. Brooks, A. Sladyn, the ninth grade. Some of the leges and universities of the Mrs. SUMP Peebles Hightower and Mrs. Daisy
Mrs. Cherie P. Roland and Mrs. Letitia L.
A. Currie and R. Howard play- best numbers, like; Rainbow- United Negro College Fund Peebles Norman of Memphis; Mrs. Mary
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
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Yellow-Dog Journalism
Time magazine, which has
never been kind to Negroes nor objective in its treatment of racial
issues, followed its usual pattern of
biased reporting when it depicted
63rd and Cottage Grove as Chicago's Negro heartland swarming
"with police shuttle cars, dope
pushers and pimps."
Not satisfied with this blanket
indictment, Time had to add a
sordid, disparaging note to a social
cacophony born out of entrenched
racialism and premeditated economic inequalities.
"An unwed mother of four,"
Time intones maliciously, "cashes
her welfare check and picks up
three fifths of Four Roses."
• This over-blown story is impishly brought into play every time an
anti-social organization or the reactionary metropolitan press wants
to vent its spleen on the underprivileged Negroes and the Public
keeps
Welfare program which

them on a viable margin slightly
above the abject state of mendicancy.
What psychotic compulsion led
the editors of Time to sandwich in
Southside's dope pushers, pimps
and unwed mothers between a prediction on the man who may be
next in line to head International
Harvester and a description of the
funeral of murdered Alderman Ben
Lewis?
• Until Time magazine pulled this
vicious anti - racial stunt, we
thought the era of yellow-dog
journalism had vanished with redlight districts and speakeasies.
This magazine has shown time
and again a shocking lack of social
responsibility and indifference to
truth. It is exercising a perverted
influence that if allowed to go unchecked will undo all the gains the
Negroes have made in the yet unfinished battle for recognition and
equality.

JACKIE ROBINSON

Raps Rockefeller Foe As

Blight And Race Conflict
Nothing could be more timely
than the "Conference on Equal Employment Opportunity: Progress and
Problems" which was held the other
day in the nation's capital under the
auspices of the District of Columbia
Advisory Committee of the United
States Commission on Civil Rights.
Several leading government officials made relevant statements indicating the manner of their handling
difficult racial problems that crop up
intermittently in their departments.
A large number of business, union
and civic leaders participated in the

general discussion giving their views
on the many-sided facets of racial
discrimination and the formula that
should he utilized to wipe out the
scourge of racialism.
It is of the utmost importance that
the business community, not alone in
Washington, but everywhere else in
the United States, give its ardent attention and cooperation. For the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights is attempting to come to grips with the
problem that lies at the root of all
current racial difficulties—discrimination in employment opportunities.

NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
SOME OF OUR DUTIES
The Abe Scharff Branch YMCA
located at 254 S. Launderdale St.,
started it's annual membership drive
Monday evening during a kick-off
meeting. Rather, it started it's
"Membership Enrollment." The YMCA does not call it's campaign for
memberships "a drive." Nonetheless
"the drive is on."
In the past the Abe Scharff YMCA membership enrollments have not
been successful. When I say "not
successful" I mean, we have not
reached our goals. I say "we" because I am a member of the Branch's
board of management which is similar to a board of directors.
Being puzzled over the fact that
we have failed to reach our goal year
after year, I have decided to reveal
the facts in this case which is a
serious indictment upon Board of
Management Members, upon
churches, community workers, civic
leaders and citizen of the community.
Board of Management members
stand indicated because of their failure to obtain the goal set by them,
which is 1,000 members a year. This
is a very small number in view of
the fact there is approximately 175,000 Negroes living within the city
gates of Memphis.
SPIRIT, BODY, MIND
Churches are guilty of derelection
of it's civic as well as Christian duties
because the YMCA is a Christian
movement of "world-wide fellowship." The motto of the YMCA is
"spirit, mind, body" — based on the
scriptural text "and Jesus increased
in wisdom, stature and in favor with
God and man." One is forced to conclude that churches demonstrate unmitigating selfishness by their continuous neglect of the total program
of the local Branch YMCA. Many
boys go astray in life because of the
lack of a good YMCA program. I
want readers of this column to ask
their ministers "what is our Church
doing about the YMCA program?
Community workers have failed
the Branch YMCA because they have
given too little of their time, talents
and money. Civic leaders have failed
in their leadership because any YM-

CA must depend upon the civic activities of leaders who should be fully
aware that public organizations are
never any strong than support given
them by civic-minded leaders.
Citizens of the community have
failed the Branch YMCA, otherwise,
it would not be in such dire straight
for funds to prevent the building,
facilities and equippment from decaying.
Not only the Abe Scharff Branch
YMCA, but Negro citizens have failed to reach goals in the "Heart Fund
Drive," the "Cancer Fund Drive,"
the "Boy Scouts," which is currently
campaigning for memberships.
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
Something is drastically wrong
with the attitude of the citizens toward giving support to worthy community institutions and projects,
despite the fact that many of them
are very successful in business, professions and on their jobs. Many
citizens are parasitic. They want to
continue to live on the fat-of-the-land
without contributing anything to assure that the land continues to produce fat.
Ministers will mount pulpits on
Sunday and give preachments about
the sins of the world. Civic leaders
will bemoan the increase in crime.
Community workers will bewail the
increase in juvenile delinquency.
Does not this bespeaks of neglect?
Isn't there a lesson in the adage
"train a child in the way he should
go and when he is old he will not
depart from it?"
The most important move to make
now is to do something constructive
about our neglect of our civic duty.
Give support to our worthy community campaign. Let us turn our failures into goals of success. Then —
and only then — will we be living
up to our civic, moral and Christian
duties as good citizens.
Let us not forget that we are responsible for giving leadership to our
youths. We are responsible for providing food and shelter for our unfortunates and medical care for our
ill within our city gates.
These are some of the duties of a
good citizen. .

'Author Without Authority'
LOUIS LOMAX, who doubles as an
author and an aspiring politician, got himself some nationwide publicity the other
day with a brutal attack against New
York Governor Nelson Rockefeller.
Lomax, who once ran for local office in
his Long Island community, called Mr.
Rockefeller a "capitalist without a conscience."
He charged that the Governor "preaches liberalism in Detroit, kisses babies in
Harlem and gets his money from gold
mines in South Africa where black men
are chained to their beds every night."
In labelling one of the most philanthropic-minded men in the world a "capitalist
without a conscience," Lomax speaks as an
author without authority. He is, however,
running true to form — for Mr. Lomax
consistently attracts attention to himself
by making sensational statements and
charges which reflect on other people. He
once bradcast some ridiculous remarks
about Roy Wilkins and what he regarded
as Mr. Wilkins relationship with the Black
Muslims.
Lomax once wrote an article from
which one might have easily gained the
impression that there is nothing wrong
with our Negro leadership which a little
sage advice from Mr. Lomax couldn't cure.

New Absurdity
NOW MR. LOMAX comes up with a
new absurdity. It would be just as unfair
to attack Nelson Rockefeller for making
money out of gold mines in segregated
South Africa as it would be to attack A. G.
Gaston, the prominent Negro business tycoon of Birmingham, Ala., for making

money in that hellishly segregated city.
Finally, we have news for Mr. Lomax
— news which might be helpful to him
in his future flights of fancy. This column
checked out Mr. Lomax's statement that
Nelson Rockefeller has interests in gold
mines in South Africa. We can state with
authority that he does not. Try again, Mr.
Lomax.
The important thing is what Nelson
Rockefeller does with his money. He does
the same thing that three generations of
Rockefeller's have been doing. He gives
generously to help educate people of our
race who want to become authors or college presidents.

Our Debt To Rockefellers
A FRIEND OF mine in educational
circles told me recently that virtually
every Negro college president in America
owes a debt of gratitude to the gifts of the
Rockefeller family for help in some part,
if not all, of his education.
When Negro churches were bombed in
Georgia recently by local apartheidminded thugs, Nelson Rockefeller promptly gave $10,000 to help begin rebuilding
them.
I hope — although I am not aware of it,
even though I chaired the National fund
drive — that a few Negro authors kicked
in with $10.
This column is curious as to whose
script Mr. Lomax is reading in this vicious
unwarranted attack on Governor Rockefeller. Mr. Lomax is not our favorite author, but we believe he knows better than
to have written this one himself.

AAR NEGROES NECESSARY?
It's realized that the questionable and
questioning caption selected for this
splurge is open to many and immediate
expressions of surprise and maybe shocked
resentment. But, from the "Shadows" it's
still a good question. It's a very pertinent
question, too, The following remarks are
designed to show why.
But back to the question: ARE NEGROES NECESSARY? The query means
to raise the issue of the Negro's usefulness
in the United States. It should be remembered that there is such a thing as a person's being needed . . . such a thing as a
group of people being needed . . . necesary in a given situation.
As far as can be seen just now,
difficult to discern many areas in the
economic life of the United States where
the Negro is necessary. Now, when the
country was younger, and the fields and
forests had to be cleared . . . when the
cities had to be built . . . the farms laid
out . . . roads constructed . . . and the
country's way of life had to be patterned.
THE BLACK MAN
Then there is the fact that the country's
labor supply had to be set up. Not enough
white Europeans came in at the beginning
to get things going. The Indian proved to
be an unstable source of labor. In the
rice, tobaco, indigo, sugar cane, and cotton
fields of the Southeast there was a need
for a good working combination of animals and men. So, out of Africa came the
answer in black men's bodies. The mule
and the black man were placed in the
fields together. The country needed them.
Then came the machines of the In.
dustrial Revolution. The Negro and the
mule were replaced . . . progressively replaced by contraptions . . . such as tractors, cotton-picking machines and the like.
The need for the man with the 11-foot
cotton sack, the weak mind and the strong
back was being reduced. The process of
reduction has continued.
The mule just began to disappear. But
the Negro is still with us. The mule who
used to be so important to the cotton fields
and the Army, is now a museum piece.
There are a lot of chldren in today's cities
who don't know what a mule is. But there
are few children in American cities who
don't know what a Negro is.
"UP TO BAT
That's because, following his longstanding desire to get out of the cottonpatch, the Negro has consistently move to
the urban communities. He has a pattern
of migration from the fields . . . first the
small towns in the South . . . then the
larger cities in the South . . . and then.„
... the big jump . . . to the metropolitarel
centers of the North, East, and West.
There's one big draw-back, however.
The Negro is going to the industrialized
cities of America with only the skills of
the cotton-patch. Ability to handle a mule
is not the same as that required to manipulate a Mack truck. The language of the
cotton-patch won't convey meaning in the
city. It only draws laughs. Book learning
was a superflous thing in the cotton-patch.
It's a must in the cities. So the Negro is
moving to town with two strikes called
against him before he can come up to bat.
He doesn't have the skills required to
survive in an industrialized environment.
He needs training. As of now, the Negro
doesn't seem to be necessary in the American way of life. He hasn't the commercial
and financial know-how of the Jew. He
hasn't had the chance to develop the political acumen of the Irish. He is not as
smart in the restaurant business as the
Chinese.
BEIGE, BROWN, BLACK
Her can't raise vegetables like an Italian,
nor operate a grocery like one. He's not
as ingratiating as a Japanese. He's not as
romantic as a Hawaiian, nor as exotic as
a Filipino. He doesn't know as much about
beans as a Mexican. He can't depend on
reservation privileges like an Indian. And
he can't make moonshine like a hillbilly.
Seems like the Negro just ain't necessary
in the dear ole U.S. and A.
Yet, turning from facetiousness, the 20
million Negroes in the nation need sont
serious consideration as to their status and
rule in the community. Most Negroes
haven't thought of their real position in
the country. The basic assumption among
the vast majority of American Negroes is
that they are Americans. They are rearing
their children in this assumption. And they
may be right.
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ALFRED DUCKETT

The Reverend Has Four Sons
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EVERY SO often I think about a kindeyed, elderly gentleman who lives in East
Chicago — a suburb of the Windy City. He
is an old-time-religion Baptist preacher
who has a son with a fair reputation. The
old gentlemen is the Reverend James Cole.
His son is a singer named Nat.
I was a feature writer for the Chicago
Defender chain. Father's Day was approaching. Executive Editor Enoc Waters,
one of the most creative desk men in the
business, thought it would be a splendid
idea to have an interview with the father
.of a famous personality.
I phoned Rev. Cole and asked if I could
come out to do a Father's Day story with
him.
He was gracious, courteous and willing.
It isn't simple to get to the East Chicago home of Rev. Cole. I didn't mind, however. I was intrigued at the thought of
meeting this man and hearing what he had
to say about the son of whom people in

the music business comment: "1-1 has never made a bad record."

Had Deep Philosophy
I WAS ADMITTED into the modest
home and found my subject, old-shoe easy
to talk with', rfiran of quiet humor and
deep philosophy.
After preliminaries, I explained the
nature of the piece I wanted, to write. I
was surprised to see a cloud come over the
minister's face. Shaking his head gravely,
he said:
"Oh no, I'm sorry. I couldn't give you a
story like that."
The reporter's nightmare — vision of
returning to the office, mission unaccomplished — took hold of me. Had this been
a wasted trip?
"But, Rev, Cole," I objected. "After all,
you did have me come all the way out here.
You did agree on the phone."

Nat Cole's father spoke deliberately
"I'm sorry," he repeated. "I can't give
you the story you want."
Indignation was overtaking diplomacy.
I stood up.
"Look, Rev. Cole,..." I began,
He continued quietly.

Each Son Important
"YOU TOLD Me you wanted to do a
Father's Day story," he explained. "I.
agreed. I didn't know you wanted a story
only about Nat. I couldn't do that."
There was a pride drumbeat in his
voice with the next sentence.
"You see,' Rev. James Cole told me,
"Nat is only one of my boys. I have four
sons. Arid, in this family, each one of my'
sons is as important as the other. Nat.
would be the first to agree."
I sat down — a pretty humbled reporter
— getting ready to do an interview for my,. "newspaper — an- interview with a proud
father who had four sons.
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Rockefeller Woos Negro Vote As He
,Carries Presidential Ball For GOP
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break further into the South by adopting racist positions." Iman Rights has been substantially strengthened with two
Gov. Rockefeller knew of the statements, praised Scott, new commissioners, 22 additional field representatives, and
Keating, and Case for their vocal concern, but is so confident three new branch offices.
NEW YORK — The most reliable political polls in
•
He has battled for collective bargaining in hospitals.
that organized reaction cannot come about in his party that
America reRort that, as of now, John Fitzgerald Ken.
he personally is not concerned. He agrees that there are in where the aforementioned 115,000 workers are largely cornthe
of
Presidency
the
resume
to
nedy is a certainty
government Republicans on the far right, but he dues not prised of Negroes and Puerto Ricans.
United States in January, 1965.
FRUSTRATIONS
agree that any of them really represents the party,
In this fight he admits to frustrations from both sides
According to the polls, he appears to be a shoo-in
OWN DEATH KNELLS
for two reasons: the majority of citizens seem to trust him
He is positiva that those of Influence who suggested that of the table—management has been against collective barthe Republicans abandon their heritage would sound their gaining and the unions have been against compulsory arak. , as a leader, and the majority of citizens seem to trust his
own death knells, that If reaction were to become the official bitration—but he intends to see it through. lie knows that
party.
position of the party, the voters would simply leave it, as there was district evidence of Negro youngsters being disRepublicans, understandably, deny publicly and vocifercriminated against in job training programs.
would be proper.
ously that Kennedy is unbeatable. As is their job, they detail
At a meeting sonic time back with Negro community
• If it is true that the Republican Party is the party of
what they consider to be his armor chinks, and they hard sell
Lincoln, how is it that Negroes, who have a t:ast stake in leaders in Brooklyn, he was told by a teacher that young
Negroes are dropping out of school at a depressing rate befreedom, have Increasingly been voting Democratic?
the honorable virtues of their own party.
cause too many of them were being turned away from enbeexodus
the
that
Mind
his
in
question
no
was
There
The more sophisticated of Republicans concede they face
gan with Franklin D. Roosevelt, under whom he had worked tering technical schools, and had developed so-what? attian uphill battle, not because they doubt their own merits
during the war years. Roosevelt assumed the Presidency at tudes.
but because they are aware of the long-lasting view of them
In 1962 he successfully banned discrimination in apa time of severe national depression, he acknowledged, when
as the representatives of special interests.
Negroes—the last to be hired and first to be fired in even prentice training and other job-training and retraining programs.
good times---auffered more than any other group.
They are working more feverishly than ever to change
He makes it clear, however, that the issue cannot be
FUR showed a very great consciousness of needs and
—or, as they say, correct—this image, and only time will
had the capacity to communicate his concern. Negroes rec- handled solely by the state. Ile reveals that he has advised
la tell how successful they will be. To be sure, they find unognized his genuine concern and they were impressed, too, the AFL-CIO that the unions must share some responsibility
witting enemies in their camp; they winced last year when
with the large numbers of Negroes he brought into govern- in securing equal opportunities for all qualified workers, that
former President Dwight Eisenhower proudly and publicly
unions must do more than merely speak out in favor of
ment positions, he noted.
,. referred to the Republicans as "the Party of Business."
What Franklin Roosevelt did, Nelson Rockefeller is cer- equal opportunities.
•• ' WHO CAN DO IT?
Nelson Rockefeller declared he is persuaded that income
tain, was based not on civil rights, but on human concern;
Assuming that the Democrats can indeed be beaten in
segregation leads to race segregation, as well as the other
he was simply for everyone who suffered.
1964—or even 1988--what man can do it? In terms of human
The Roosevelt name remains a curse word in many Re- way around. A bill he introduced last fall, to fight the evil
and civil rights, who in the GOP roster, by his past record
publican circles, to this jay. If Rockefeller respected That of minorities' confinement to low cost housing because they
; and by his fundamental philosophy, can be counted on to
Man In The Wartime White House so, and agreed with so are minorities, was defeated, but he vows to get It passed
dedicate his 'special interests' to all the people?
GOV. ROCKEFELLER
much of his humanistic program, why did he become a Re- eventually.
Richard Nixon is ancient history and is mentioned here
'LIFE PROGRAM'
publican?
only to prove how a Republican aspirant can be assured of He is convinced—to the consternation of some mossbacks in FOR 2 STRONG PARTIES
He calls it "The Life Program." It is a low-income finot reaching the White House.
Ito had, as a matter of fact, been officially asked to be nancing experiment, one so sensible in outline, so humane
his party—that the government has a strong social responsiFollowing sterling speeches about the rights of men dur- bility to its people.
a Democrat in 1945. He believed, however, in two vigorous, in purpose, that a scanner not knowing its author might
ing his 1960 campaign, Nixon pulled a tactical—and moral—
He is likewise convinced that the Republican Party can strong, socially aware parties and, also, he did not completely easily assume it had been prepared by an unqualified spokesboner at the eleventh hour by choosing to side with the perform more good for more people than its opponents.
subscribe to Roosevelt's policies. The latter had a great talent man for The New Deal. Here's how it would work:
white South; it is less than a secret that Negeo voters tipped
Up to 20' per cent of the apartments in privately-sponSuch a declaration is hardly a hot confidence—what for protecting and enhancing people but, Rockefeller feels,
the scales in John Kennedy's favor that November.
man in government will ever admit his opponents can con- had little understanding of the workings of economics, and stared middle-income developments would be available for
Barry Goldwater has already helped everyone by making ceivably serve Americans better?—but it is to Rockefeller's did not ever really settle the economic problems of the low-income families, thus providing the basis for ending the
his position clear; if he obtains the nomination, he infers, credit that at no time did he sound like an immovable parti- country.
economic and social segregation of families of low income.
he will simply ignore Negroes as voters. He should be ap- san at a July 4th picnic.
Rockefeller is a staunch supporter of fiscal integrity in A low-income family accepted as a tenant or as a cooperator
plauded for his honesty, if not for his 14th Century thinking.
He is urbane to the degree that he could concede our government. He was re-elected to a second term in New would pay rent or charges reudced to $18 per room, per
Michigan's George Romney could well be hampered by two major parties are not divided by saints on one side of York State even though he had committed the allegedly month,' the maximum rental under the conventional low
his Mormon faith, in which he is an avowedly active mem- the aisle and by sinners on the other.
Democratic Party sin of raising taxes during his first term, rental program—or to 25 per cent of the family income, if
ber: the Mormens' record on speaking out for equal justice
Nonetheless, he is satisfied that his party was responsiWith each tax rise recommendation, he has recognized that amounts to more than $15 per room, per month.
for Negroes is almost nil. Pennsylvania's William Scranton
As the family income rises, instead of being evicted, the
ble for both parties' vigorous civil rights pledges in the 1980 that he was performing an unpopular chore and frequently
was discussed a while back as a possible contender, but whatplatforms. He feels that he had put his ideas on civil rights would tell audiences. "I know how you feel. Somebody said family would pay increased rent or charges until the 25 per
ever steam he generated has since pretty much dissolved.
rent or
in a form comprehensive enough in Chicago to persuade my grandfather (John D. Rockefeller of Standard Oil) spent cent of the family income equalled the economic
LEAVES ROCKEFELLER
Richard Nixon to see that their basic provisions were in- the lust years of his life giving away dimes—and here I am, carrying charges of the apartment. In this way, the housing
would remain available to the family with rising income
That leaves Nelson Aldrich Rockefeller, currently serving corporated into the Republican platform; Nixon, because trying to get them back, all at once."
no longer be
his second term as governor of New York. No one seriously he was the heir apparent, had to be given what he wanted.
He confided In his office that employment cannot thrive and the incentive to self-advancement would
, questions that Rockefeller will be the Republican Party's
The governor remains pleased with the '80 platform, unless the state itself can look forward to vibrant economic thwarted.
candidate for President next year; he himself insists he In. because it said what it was supposed to say, and because, growth.
MORE ACTION THAN TALK
tends only to continue in his present gubernatorial role, but he is positive, it forced the Democrats to push harder for a
Only the most militant of Democrats could leave this West
Well, what about employment in New York State, since
no one could expect him—at this stage of events—to say civil rights stand which he believes would not otherwise he became its governor at the beginning of 1959? This is 55th at. office with a negative view of the instincts of Nelanything else.
have been as strongly worded.
considered one of the most liberal states of the union, yet son Rockefeller. There is the strong impression that he is
He will be the man to do battle with JFK next summer PARTY DIFFERENCES
there are many members of race minorities who are discour- morally committed to the concept of first-clau citizenship
chiefly because he most adequately symbolizes the "new"
In the true analysis, what is the central difference be- aged by the inability to get jobs for which they are quali- for all Americans.
Republicanism. He is definitely people-oriented. He is intelli- tween the Republicans and Democrats, as far as civil rights fied.
His civil rights record since he has occupied the Gov.
gent, attractive, and articulate. When he talks of The Rights are concerned? Rockefeller's view was that his party has 103 OUTLOOK
ernor's Mansion in Albany has perhaps not been all It should
, of the Individual (a lofty phrase spoken by virtually every historically been the party of Abraham Lincoln, whose defiThe consensus is: It's bad enough that we still have to be in these, the 19110's, but examination shows that he has
political campaigner since time immemorial), it is clear that nition of charity was that all human beings have souls.
fight for basic rights in the South and other less liberal parts been more action than talk.
he is not employing cynical doubletalk.
Non-New York Negroes who are less interested in him as
The governor does not think that Republicans, as • of the country. It's worse that we have to fight—and often
To attempt to learn something about this man and, partic- whole, have had a schizophrenic apporach to the issues of fight a stone wall—here in New York.
a Governor than as possibly their next President will be
ularly. his position on civil rights, we asked for an audience equal opportunity for ell people regardless of race; he sees
The governor maintained that he was only too apprised closely following his deeds more than his speeches over the
with him. We were granted an appointment with the agree- differences of opinion within his party, but no fundamental of these complaints, which he claims are completely justified, next year, as they should.
ment that, in the time-honored tradition implicit In private cleavage.
But it would be infinitely fairer to sum him up totally
but he points to facts and figures which show he hasn't been
interviews with U.S. Governors, we would not quote him
at a later juncture, when he has or has not been able to perHe was then asked to comment on the worries of three asleep at the switch,
directly.
Republican Senators—Hugh Scott (Pa.), Kenneth Keating,
During his administration thus far, state aid has been suede his Legislature to implement his wishes to ensure
At 54, he is healthy, bouncy, and gives a bone-crunching, (N.Y.), and Clifford Case (N.J.)—who recently expressed increased by $5 million,
equal rights for all Americans.
Sonny Liston handshake. Though a millionaire, his clothes concern over charges that certain members of their party
Until such time as he selects to either complete his term
In the current session of the legislature, he has proposed
look as if they'd come off the plain pipe rack. He has a full were striving to turn the Republican Party into a right wing, and is urgently supporting a bill to prevent any retaliation as Governor (which he has said he intends to do) or to an.head of wavy, partially greying hair. There is nothing aus- all-white club.
against persons who file complaints or appear as witnesses flounce for the U.S. Presidency, he should not be judged—
tere in his makeup; he chats from a nearby armchair rather
The Senators denied that this ever would happen, yet before the State Commission for Human Rights; a bill to one way or another—on a be-all, end-all basis.
'than from behind a desk.
But when and if he does announce that he is desirous
they vigorously reject the notion that the reactionaries could extend collective bargaining rights to the more than 115,000
SOLVING PROBLEMS
gain control of the GOP.
of the state's hospital workers; a bill which would cover of moving into 1800 Pennsylvania Ave., his overall record
Gov. Rockefeller volunteered that his principal interest
What made their. disclaimers especially noteworthy was virtually the entire field of action against discrimination in in the field of civil rights— of achievement or the fundament.
di
11
.
in life lies in solving problems, and he believes that our that none of the three entirely denied that there was at least privatehousing; and a bill to curb the exploitation of migrant al lack thereof—will merit full scrutiny.
Rockefeller, a decent and politically knowledgeable man,
• system of government affords elected officials excellent op- a shred of truth possible in the charges. "It would be a trag- domestic workers.
He added that the exemplary State Commission for Hu- understands that the ball is his to carry.
portunities to tackle problems, economic, moral, and social. edy," Sen. Scott said, "for the Republicam Party to try to
MORTON COOPER
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U. S. Expert Devises Alphabet
So Mali Natives Can Write
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New Book Studies
Protestan-h
And Prejudices

Economist Studies Profit
in Using Farm For Recreation

NEW YORK — "Faith and
Prejudice," a new book, tells I
WASHINGTON, D. C. — College in his native Missis- terprises and to those who
of a seven-year Yale Divin- .
How profitable are various sippi and at Purdue and the may wish to establish such
ity School study of how
of Caifornia was on facilities.
recreational enterprises as University
' Spacial to The Defender system, one picture means one , Laubach feels that the next1 The Mali government, the Protestant
literature
porLoans up to $35,000 may be
more than two years
for
loan
, stage will be to send a field University of Syracuse and the trays Roman Catholics, substitutes for crops on to the President's Resources obtained
word.
from USDA's FarmSYRACUSE, N. Y. — To
The Mali natives know the team to Mali for testing his Laubach Literacy Fund, a pri- Jews, Negroes and other land not presently needed Review Commission where he ers Home Administration for
.
tor growing food, fiber, and
be able to say mama but sound of their language. The system on the spot. Inside a vats agency, also assisted in outside groups.
helped to survey the recrea- equipment and operating exnisis
not to write it—or to write aim now is to give the learner country where anything is to the first stages of the project.
The major finding: Prot- tobacco?
tional needs of the expanding penses, and up to $40,000 may
Frank C. Laubach, father of (leant. tend to think of prejone of the research U.S. population.
anything else—has become a visual association between be used, he feels.
be borrowed for constructing
For this on-the-spot field the present developer of the udice as racial, but their problems on which agrieula pressing problem in the the sound and unfamiliar letUpon his return to the de- buildings and developing land
project, Laubach is seeking as. Bambara language project, is, literature shows major re- tural economist Elmer J.
newly-independent
African ters.
partment last year, he was and water resources for reca Moore of the U. S. Depart- assigned to the area economic reational enterprises.
prejudice, with
Mali Republic, formerly the Picture a mother holding a mistance from the U.S. Ageney;founder and executive recce- ligioug
baby. The letter "M" is super- for International Development tary-of•the Fund. He has had heavy preoccupation with ment of Agriculture is workFrench Sudan.
development branch of ec- However, such loans are
ing.
The Mali government wants imposed over a silhouette of (AID). AID has already coop- wide experience in carrying out Jews.
onomic research service to made only to farmers and
Moore, who received his explore income possibilities in ranchers who are unable to
Anita do something about ability the mother's figure. This is erated in development of the,literacy program: in many
wille1111111111111IIIIIII11111111111111111111111Iiiieleill
primer.
Iparts of the world.
training at Alcorn A. and M. farm recreational enterprises obtain the credit they need
eonly to speak in the native followed by the word Ma Ma. Bambara language
—
— —
Bambara language, but not to Under Mr. Laubach's system,
for under-employed farm fam- from other sources on sewnwrite it because it has no al- objects are used which bear'
able terms, and borrowers must
ilies.
the
some
resemblance to
letphabet.
obtain a substantial part of
examFor
learned.
ENTERPRISES
be
tees
VARIOUS
to
Some foreign missionaries
their income from farming.
include:
enterprises
Such
"d"
letter
small
a
le
resemhad succeeded in using RomanIP •
Similarly, groups of farmnatives
lodge.,
the
and
tithing
hoe
and
Mali
a
bles
Hunting
letters to translate portions of
ers and rural residents who
From
ba.
camping
ada
an
cottages,
hoe
a
call
vacation
the Holy Bible into the Bamnon-profit associagrounds, man-made lakes and organize
bara language. But the Mali the letters shown, the learner
tions for shifts in land use,
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Con- Association for the Advancewrite
to
how
know
swimand
to
fishing
for
proceeds
ponds
government wants its people
the development of
stance Baker Motley, the ment of Colored People.
ming, picnic grounds, riding including
to be able to write and read hoe.
recreational facilities, grazing
famed NAACP attorney who
coon.
and
preserves,
hunting
"Newly-independent
stables,
Since
Mrs.
1940,
has
Motley
their own native language in
areas, and forest lands, may
gave legal guidance to James
tennis courts.
their every day practical af- tries are finding that a written Meredith during his experi- worked on many of the maobtain loans from Farmers
out
Mr.
find
indispensable,"
is
language
supported
to
helping
is
by
Moore
LeNAACP
the
fairs.
Home.
ences at the University of gal Defenne Fund. Among
peocan
"How
of
each
said.
profit
Limbach
these
of
level
the
An American linguistics exMississippi, has ben reapThese loans can no for as
improve
to
how
learn
as
well
a
various
cases
played
as
which
in
enterprises,
she
ple
pert at Syracuse University,
pointed to a New York State legal role were those involvmuch as one million dollars.
disconand
standards
health
them.
of
combinations
Robert S. Laubach, thinks he
Nelson
Although the program is
primitive agricul- post by Governor
ing the Universities of MisAlso he is helping to collect
has devised a system that is tinue using
Rockefeller,
only a few months old, Farmcap
they
unless
of
methods
Alabama,
sissippi,
Florida,
requirements
tural
the
on
data
inst what the Mali natives
Mrs. Motley has been reapread how it can be done? Then
Oklahoma and Clemson Colsuch enterprises in terms of ers Home has already receivneed.
pointed a member of the
in
lege
Carolina.
South
they must be able to read about
physical resources, nearness to ed 138 applications for loans
State Advisory Council on
2I-LETTER SYSTEM
yriene and sanitation."
centers, personnel, to finance on-farm recreational
population
Mrs. Motley is a member
Employment and UnemployAided by Mali assi3tants,
personality of enterprises and other shifts in
the
even
deof
and
system
his
calls
He
ment Insurance, for a term of the Board of Directors of
Laubach has created a 28-letter
land use.
staff.
and
owner
IanBambara
written
a
vising
the National Committee on
ending May 24, 1967.
system based on the Roman al.
Applications for loans are
completis
study
the
When
analysis."
"linguistic
guage
A graduate of New York Discrimination in Housing;
phabet, to be used with a
ed the findings will be re- made at county offices 0FarmFARM RECREATION AID
primer and illustrated charts. Under this system, identifi- University and Columbia Uni- the administrative committee
ers Home Administration servported.
His system hes some simi- cation is first made of the versity Law School, Mrs. Mot- of the National YWCA; the
Agricultural economist Rimer J. Moore of the U. IS. DepartAnother type of assistant* ing all rural counties. These
larity to charts used to teach sounds and phonemes of the ley is associate counsel to the Association of the Bar of the
ment of Agriculture Is shown at work canvassing farm recre- is already available to farm- offices are usually located is
children to read in American language. Then Roman letters Legal Defense and Education- City of New York and the
ers operating recreational en- county seat towns.
ational enterprises. Among other thing's,
al Fund Inc. of the. National United Church Women.
elementary schools. Under this are adapted to the sounds.
•

Lawyer Reappointed
To N.Y. Advisory Council
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1111111111•11•11111111E111• 1111111111111111111111, bride, and her youngest sister,
Mrs. Ceneta J. Lee.
Story and picture of the reception will be carried in our
next issue. The beautiful rea
ception attracted scores of
The Georgia Avenue School
friends and well-wishers for
PTA is maitt;.ng plans for its
young
of
the
marriage
the
annual tea, which has been
a
U couple.
set for April 28. The tea will
a
a THERE IS MUCH SADNESS
be held in the cafetorium of
a
for
the
COMMUNITY,
IN
THE
the split-Level building, 690
a
1
grim reaper claimed so many
a
Mississippi blvd.
well-known people in the cornChairmen of the tea will be:
rhunity.
Mrs. Grace Williams, general
Our condolences are extendchairman; Mesdames Marl.,
ed our friend, Miss Erma Lee
Holly and Mrs. A. Todd. .
Laws, on the death of her
chairmen; Mrs. Marion Bland,
mother, Mrs. Frances Laws,
finance; Earline Hopper and
i
last Sunday morning. Besides
Mary Porter, program; GeralI. her daughter, she leaves be'illiallEliall•ERIO•NNI111•11111•
dine Taylor and Miss Clover
hind her sisters, Mrs. Helen
Jean Sommerville, refreshThe cultural spotlight is fo- selor and English instructor, Kiernan of Memphis, Mrs. Her- 1
ments; Molly McCright and
cused on the forthcoming per. her husband, John N. Bowers, the Reese of Detroit, her sisterMary
Bullock, decorations;
Lemuel
Osborne,
a
history
inin-law,
Laws,
Mrs. Daisy
and
formance of . beautiful and
Ethel Lee Hall, souvenir prostructor;
and
Mrs.
Odell
ClayThomas
Russell
two
brothers,
talented Karen Duke, young
grams.
of Detroit and James Russell
balladeer and folk singer who born.
The theme will be "Rapturq
A
buffet
supper
was
served
of
Natchez,
Miss.
accompanies herself on the
of Spring." Mrs. Calverta Ish
with
the
table
beautifully
decborn
at
Mrs.
Laws
was
guitar. She will appear in
mael, is PTA president. Mrs.
concert in Bruce Hall, Tues- orated with spring flowers. Natchez, and came to MemOthella S. Shannon, principal.
Members
present
were
Presquite
young.
She
phis
while
day, April 2, presented by the
ident
John
Hill
and
Mrs.
Hill,
communicant
of
St.
Auwas
a
Cultural Activities Cornmittee
Mrs. Lois M. Emery, Mrs. Hosie gustine Catholic church and a
of LeMoyne College.
A PROFESSIONAL MODEL, Wright, Mrs. Rose Morgan, member of the 26th Ward City
Mrs. Lucetta Butler, Mrs. Sa- Beautiful club.
Miss Duke has fortified her
ZETAS CURB DELINQUENCY — While others worry abuut
chairman of "Books for Babes" project; Miss Erma Clanton,
By SHIRLEY CLEMENTS
gift of talent and musicianship rah 0. Brown, Mrs. Blanche She was particularly fond of
how to curb juvenile delinquency, members of Zeta Phi
general chairman of Finer Womanhood Week, Mrs. Julienne
with her striking beauty. She J. Williams, Mrs. Lucile F. young people, and genuinely
& PATRICIA TEFiRELL
Kyles of the Jessie Mahan staff, and Mrs. Mildred Horne,
has built her repertoire around Britt' Mrs. Freddie Hall, Miss loved for her humor and Pleas- Beta sorority seek to prevent it by providing protective care
a Zeta and member of the board for the center. Children
Hello again, this is Shirley
folk songs of America and Hill, Mr. and Mrs Guy Cart- ant personality, and was count- for working mothers, and here members are seen providing
wright, John Weeks, Mrs. ed as a friend by all of Erm s good books for children at the Jessie Mahan Center for
in the photograph are Sharon Mondane and Judith Wil- and Pat reporting again ail'
other countries.
Erma
Jones,
Robert
Lee
Donthe exciting news around the
friends and associates.
Pre-School Children. Seen here, from left, are Mrs. Annie
liams. (McChriston Photo).
This will be the last of Le"Big W."
Moyne's concerts for the cur- erson; Joe Gentry, Jr., and We were saddened too, with Naylor, president of local Zetas; Miss Yvonne Hawkins,
Booker
T.
Martin.
the passing of Mrs. Beatrice
rent school year.
SPOTLIGHT
Miss Duke sings a variety of All graduates of Mississippi McDowell, mother of Miss MagAgain the spotlight revolves
Industrial
college
living
in
gie McDowell, business educasongs from traditional folk to
and stops this time on Gracie
Memphis
are
asked
to
contact
tion teacher at Melrose High
,Harris, the daughter of Mr. and
Mozart. She began her novel
Mrs. Lois Mae Emery.
School and regional director
function of entertainment in
Mrs. Lawrence Harris of 1788
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
Campbell road.
an atmosphere most conducive DOUBLE BIRTHDAY
When two birthdays occur in Like Mrs. Laws, Mrs. McDoto a musical livelihood. Both
Gracie is captain of our girIA'
track team and is a member of,
her grandparents sang, and a family within a short time, well took an active interest in
one played the guitar as well. the problem of when to have the activities of her daughter
the Quiz Team. She is alsp.
president of the Gracious
Her father is John Duke, cele- a party looms very important.,and her many friends.
In
the
case
of
the
Double
sorrow
has
been
natal days of
brated composer of songs, and
Ladies. Her other activities in-41
Robert
Allen
and
Charles
Alheaped
upon
the
family
of
Mr.
a professor of music at Smith
Funeral services for Mrs, elude such organizations as:
len,
Mrs.
John
L.
Brinkley
sons
of
Mrs.
Sue
Allen
and
• College in Northampton, Mass.
Beatrice Scruggs McDowell the NHA, Bi-Phy-Chem, Math
• However Miss Duke became White of 1333 Cannon, Charles with the passing of Mr. Brinkwere held at Trinity CME club. Le Cercle Francais, and;
birthday
was
the
ley's
beloved
father,
Mr.
John
one
selected
fascinated with music quite on
church on Wednesday after- the Supreme Circle of the N4-,
for
a
joint
party.
L.
Brinkley,
Sr.
His
death
foli her own. When as a teenager,
noon with the pastor, Rev. P. tonal Honor Society. the first wave of popular folk- Assisting Mrs. White in par- lowed that of his wife, Mrs.
Her hobbies are reading and
Gonya Hentrel, delivering the
ty
arrangements
and
supervisBrinkley,
just
about
a
month
collecting records.
song recordings and folksingeulogy.
ing
the
good
time
shared
by
ago.
'ers swept the country after
,
After graduation she phMrs. McDowell died at Col;World War II, she became in- their guests were their sister, The Brinkley family has long
lins Chapel hospital on Satur- to attend Memphis State I .
trigued with the guitar, which Doris Allen and two of her played a leading role in the
day night, March 23. Her late versity, where she will major,
has led to her present career friends, Dianne Smith and religious, social and civic life
residence was 1814 Marjorie in mathematics.
as one of America's foremost Georgia Woodard, all coeds at of this city, and the children
'St.
SENIOR SPEECHES
of the family have followed in
folksingers. Tick.ets are on Memphis State University
I A native of Whitehaven,
As (se series of simior speech-.,
Party guests who enjoyed the heritage given them by
sale at LeMoyne College, Owen
Tenn.. she lived all of her life es conti e, we do discover,College and Goldsmith Ticket the hospitality and fun were these two late distinguished
, in Memphis. Relatives said great tal ts. Helen Barnett, ii
Marian Dabney, Osie Thomp- citizens.
Office.
!her death was caused by a junior, is t outstanding chair.son,
Angeline
Davis,
Linda
There
was
much
joy
in
the
heart condition aggravated by ,man of the
DEBUTANTE TEA
ek. Some of the
Following the release of Davis, Janet Brooks, Faith family of Mr. and Mrs. AnI the flu.
outstanding sp eches were:
Flynn,
Clarence
Dabney,
Levi
drew
Dancy
last
week-end,
church
An active
worker, "Confidence -- t e Beginning
names and beautiful pictorial
I Mrs. McDowell belonged to i d All Great Men,J4 by Eloise,
.presentation of the young wom- Miller, Eudora Greene, De- for it witnessed the wedding
borah
Greene,
Mary
Askew,
anniversary
of
their
daughter
2, the mergan; "How
Stewardess'
Board
No.
en who will be presented to
I
Woman's Missionary Society ,Accept a
society at the annual Kappa Donald Johnson, Mary Brooks, Frances and Rev. B. L. Hooks
Lreoaurn
ncl
ed
ingt,P
7,
ISur
I
WOODROW WILSON SCHOLARS
and was recording secretary !by Patricia Terrell, and "Have*
Alpha Psi Presentation in May, Brenda Scott, Sidney Ford, on Saturday night, with all
photograph was taken was John Henry En- and assistant teacher of the II Prepared Myself to Meet the,
the Memphis Alumni chapter Bobby Hardy, Jacquelyn Har- members of the Hooks, Dancy, Five Fisk university students, who plan to
gram, who also received grant. Students are Ladies' Bible Sunday School Challenge of Change?" by.
of the fraternity complimented dy, Joseph Moore, Primus Till- Arnold clan . . . followed by make a career of college teaching, have been
the mothers of the debutantes man, Christopher Nelson, Mc- the christening of beauteous awarded college teachers fellowships by the
allowed to attend the school of their choice class at Trinity.
Helen Warren.
at an afternoon social last Sun- Kinley Butler and Catherine little Amber Denise, Dancy, Woodrow Wilson Nation Fellowship Foundaand will receive all costs for tuition plus. DELTA MOTHER
WHO'S WHO JUNIORS
first born of Mr. and Mrs. Anday at the Sarah Brown Taylor.
Mrs. McDowell was also a
tion, and seen here from left are Miss BarS1,500 and a dependency allowance. The
Lonnie Steverson — presi7;
drew (Buddy) Dancy, jr. The
Branch YWCA on Mississippi ART TEA
bara Carter, Theopolis Fair, Miss Katherine
awards are financed through the Ford member of the Delta Sigma dent, member of the Supreme;
The Women of Emmanuel young Danceys brought their
blvd.
Theta Mother's Club and serv- Circle,
raooa
member
etab of the Le Cep.,
Lee and William Alexander. Absent when
Foundation.
The annual presentation will Episcopal church are sponsor- precious bundle from Nash-j
ed as its corresponding secre- dc Francais.
be held at the Mezzanine Ball- ing an Art Tea featuring ex- ville where Buddy is a stu-'—
itary.
.ea t Waitlsmoan — second
roltin
room of The Auditorium on hibitions of paintings, includ- dent at Meharry Medical ColI Survivors include three serPgeeaa
—for
ing ceramics and pieces of 0th- lege, and Arlie a phychology
the first Friday in May.
daughters, Miss Maggie Mc- NHA, member of the Supreme:
instructor at Fisk University. Art
March
fine
art
on
Sunday,
er
Dowell,
business
M. I. ALUMNI
teacher oi Circle, member of the Le
The baby was christened last
Melrose High school and a naThe Memphis and Mississip- 31, at the Parish Hall of the
Francais.
Sunday morning at Avery
ional
•
officer
of
Delta
pi Industrial Alumni Club was church.
•
Sigma
•
•
Helen Barnett and Joys
Chapel, and much rejoicing
Theta sorority; Miss Neshoba ,Hardaway — best scholastic
the guest of Mesdames Love- The Lenten Tea is an annual
with champagne and Juanita,
I
McDowell, secretary of Ne- lability, members of Suorelag
adae Fletcher, Vlema Williams, event of the church, having its
,hoba Elementary school in I Circle, members of Le Cercle
• Isabelle W. Scott and Theo- inception when Lenten teas Arnold's famed seafood gum-1
bo,
celebrated
the
event
atl
Germantown, and Miss Doshia Francais.
Williams at the Univer- iwere the sole domain of AngMcDowell, a substitute teach-' Herbert Kneeland — WDIA
sal Life Insurance Dining room.lican and Catholic churches. the Arnold home, 2046 S. Park- The annual Spring Arts Fes- contribution to t h e concert
way
East,
,
last
Sunday
aftertival, sponsored by the cultural field. She has mastered the
Even though the fine idea of
er.
a fortnight ago.
disc jockey.
;noon.
activities committee of Le- guitar and is recognized as one
Interment was inillew Park '
At the meeting, President E. teas during the Lenten season
'WHISPERING GALLERY
cemetery. Southern Funeral i
E. Rankin, Jr., of Mississippi'have spread to other churches! 'Twas a special family Moyne College, gets off to a of the nation's better folk singSay, L. J., is it true aboutevent, which also attracted fast start next week with an ers. She has proved herself an
Home was in charge of final
T.„,
Industrial College at Holly and even to our schools, the;
K.
arrangements.
Springs, was an honored guest. event at Emmanuel always at-1 Janet Arnold Seymour and art exhibit and a concert. 0th- outstanding signer of ballads.
Kneeland, who is
!
Herbert
her
support'
husband,
Dr.
Lawrence
er
affairs
a
r e scheduled Other affairs during the fesHe brought to the meeting the tracts w i d e s pr e a d
Lois, LaVern, Lajoice, or
'Seymour from St. Louis.
through April 8.
tival include chapel Wednesencouraging
news of the throughout the city.
,Lynn?
launching of a program to im- Fi ne musi c is always.' Members of the prep and An opening night tea for the day morning, April. 3; a book
Ernest Clemmons, you seem
prove the college. From the dispersed throughout the eve- college set are at . home for week-long exhibition of valu- review and play on Thursday,
'to be in a Love Triangle. Are
by some of the city's spring break. We spied A. Ma- able Japanese original prints April 4; showing of a film Fricollege, too, were Mrs. Ethel
!you confused about Shirley an.
Staten Bowers, guidance coun- most outstanding soloists and ceo .(Toney) Walker, Thunder-ifrom the collection of Mr. and day morning, April 5, and a
Many of the city's youths en-,Irene?
,birding around town last Sat-'Mrs. Merin C. Dailey will be modern dance program, Monpianists.
the
area's
first city-wide i Earline, you had better
KAREN DUKE
.10Yed
urday, home from Oakwood held Monday night, April 1, day night, April 8.
NEWS AND
.Rook Tournament last week.lwatch Jimmy. He seems to be
. .VIEWS
. . School at Poughkeepsie. Alsolfrom to 79 in the Alumni Room TALK ON ART
The public is cordially invitJointly
sponsored by the City headed to Mt. Pisgah a lot.
vacationing is William 0. of LeMoyne's new Library The Rev. James M. Barr,'for 3:30 Thumday afternoon in
ed to this event of fine art.
Alvenia, why do you keao
Speight Jr., from the Wooster building.
the Alumni Room of the new Recreation Department a n
Parker
Brothers,
Coming from Los Angeles, School in Massachusetts.
games manu-,hiding the name of your lucky
Karen Duke, the lovely and m
en
dn
iteasrdaanY,Library Buliding.
Ch
inuirsctehr,
be theWij
Ifacturer,
the.
tournament
,Calif., for the beautiful recep- George Lowe is spending talented folk singer and
•has!fellow? We want to know who
gal- chapel speaker, discussing "The. The LeMoyne College Play.tion given by Mr. and Mrs.,a few days in New York
f m ...brought great response from he is.
City,ladeer who accompanies her- Religious Vision of Modern ers. under the direction o
,Harold Jamison, complimenting from his studies at Milford self with
Elsie E. Van Ness, will appeariyoungsters in local community' E. J., is it E. M. or C. B.?
a guitar, will appear Art."
centers.
their daughter, the former Miss Academy in Connecticut
I, H. D., you seem to be stuck
and,in concert Tuesday night, April, The book review is scheduled in Bruce Hall on Thursday!
'Alva Jean Jamison and herVeturning to school to get in
night at 8:30. They will present E. T. Hunt, supervisor of on a certain senior girl but I'm
at Bruca Hall starting at 8:30. —
Memphis'
Negro
community'
recently wedded husband, Alvatw
e .?property.
H
aforw
aidabo
shuet itsbaptriv
"The Heiress" by Ruth and
on baseball practice. So, Wil-I ART EXHIBITION
yin Howell Crawford, at the
Augustus Goetz. Appearing in centers, said that more thani
between
600
youngsters
Top Hat and Thails Club last'ham and Aline Lowe will have The public is invited to all
the!
Where
in the,.
Hey! E. M.
the play are Alvenia Perkins,
Saturday evening were Mrs. to wait until school ends to events scheduled for the fesJimmie Charlton,,sJo • Evelyn ages of nine and 18 joined.world are all of those phone,
'tival.
Elsie W. Mason, aunt of the see their pride and joy.
Grayson, G-oldie Parks, Minnie hands at the Rook table in vy- calls coming from?
The art exhibition arranged
What is a certain senior boy
Gray, Allan Dillard, Sarah ing for prizes.
by Hugh Lifson, director of art
senior class of Booker Smith, Woodrow Miller and
going to say about that?
all111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111=1 at LeMoyne, is a collection of T.The
Washington High school
P. T. I hear you are receivJapanese Ukiyo-e woodblock will present its senior revue Bernice Tucker,
ing phone calls from a certain
prints dating from the 18th entitled, "Ole King Cole" in The Friday morning film will
somebody at Hamilton.
be shown by LeMoyne's dethrough the 20th
the gymnasium on Friday
S R
what happened to
IF YOU HAVE ANY
•
• 1The prints, loaned bycenturies..
Mr. and' night, March 29, and the partment of English.
•
s
The modern dance program, The Missionary Society oil" B., G. D., and C. W.?
;Mrs.
Dailey
of
Memphis
State,
•
TROUBLE WHATSOEVER
• university, include originals by public is invited.
which was rescheduled from St. Peter Baptist church, 1410
•
During the program "Miss
Kunioshi, Hiroshige, Kyona-, Senior Revue" will be crown- Monday night, April 1, to Pillow St., have planned to
IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE
m
Kuniosha, Hiroshige, Kyona- ed. The honor goes to the Monday night. April 8. will be sponsor a program Sunday,
•
March 31 at 3 p.m. Young Peoin Bruce Hall at 8:15presntd
INDIAN HEALER
aa, Zeshin. Kyomiisu, Kunisa- 1 co-ed selling the highest numREADER & ADVISOR
da, Toyokuni, Shunman, Ho- ber of tickets to the show. under direction of Miss Lucin- pe of the church will have
Do
you
have any problems?
charge
of
the
program.
the
college's
kite-ei, Burr-ho and Yeizen
Last year's senior class pre-,da Edwards of
it's at ,t
physical education department. Mrs. Marie Jones is director Worried or in doubt? Consult
Miss Duke has been rece
•
sented
"Sleepy
Hollow
Wakes
BR. 6-4121
of the Young People. She is Mother Christian today! Here
• ing rave notices
a
po,uriti
throughout I Up" to a standing room only The student dance group' will
1111
assisted by Mrs. Laura Booker. is a special invitation from
the
country
theme
of
"Art-,
bowl'
for
her
crowd.
work
under
the
unique'
IlUUIIIUIluIIIIMI
Mrs. Inez Brooks is president. Rev. Christian, who is in this
istry and Inspiration Way Out Rev. C. J. Gaston is pastor of vicinity helping people with
religious problems. She has
the church.
h•lped many with various pro:
On March 17, • the and Right Now."
blerns and if you believe in
Griggs Collegians held
God and in prayer, she can
their Annual Queen
help you. Rev. Christian Is a
licensed and ordained minis726 E. 1.1cLEMORE
Crowning Event, and
ter. People from all parts of
Miss Joan Hubbard of
WH 8-8121
the country visit and worship
FACTORY AUTHORIZED —
with Rev. Christian. She is a
121 So, 17th St., West
gifted holy religious woman.
Call Us On fill Your
Memphis, Arkansas
If there is God's help on
earth, then you may find help
Small and Large
was crowned Miss
through the power of prayer
Appliances
Griggs of 1962 & 63.
with Rev. Christian. You owe
It to yourself and cam i I y to
pay her one visit. She does'
not charge for her services.
She is the daughter
Donations from the heart are
of Mr. a& Mrs. James
accepted. Located between
OUR
Moscow ond La Grange, Tenn.,
A/ Hubbard. An Alumni of
In a red brick home. Look for
Wonder City High
WORK
the Indian Head Sign in front
School. Many of the
of the house. Open 9 a.m. to
10 p.m. No appointment necesIs
Alumni and friends of
HOLLAND
sary. Mailing address: Routes
were
Griggs
present.
3, Moscow, Tennessee.
APPLIANCE CO.
GUARANTEED

SOCIETY

Georgia School
Plans Annual Tea

:.2
f

Merry .
.. Go-Round .;
I
g
MARJORIE 1. ULEN :
a

r

BY

NEWS

Mrs. Beatrice
McDowell Dies;
Victim Of Flu

And Concert T

ii

ig

C'

es nia

First Rook Tourney
Attracts Youths

BTW Seniors To
Present 'Revue'

•

a

I LEARN TO DRIVE •
a
•

'like

(all:

St. Peter Church's
Youths On Program

Reverend Christian,

TENN, STATE
DRIVING SCHOOL

iftio

HOLLAND APPLIANCE
SERVICE

RICt

ALSO

RIM%

4569
SUMMER

MU 5-8241

GO BY BUS

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
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Anna C. Cooke
SPRING DOINGS
of this affair is Mrs. Rosetta
With the entrance of spring, McKissack with Mrs. Lelia
se comes the entrance of ac- Gillium assisting her as cotivities to keep you so busy chairman. Basileus of the sothat spring fever can't pos- rority this year is Miss Jessie
sibly get you.
L. Brooks.
The annual Night of Plays 'DEB' COTLLLION
started the ball rolling with
Another date to circle on
the presentation of four one- Your calendar is April 5 when
act plays by the Merry High the annual Debutante Cotillion
School Dramatics Department will be had, presenting debs
of which Mrs. F. M. Johnson in and around the Jackson
is chairman. The senior play Area. The Lane College Gym
was judged the best play of will be the s6.ting for this afthe night but they were all fair at 8:00 p.m. which is spon.
exciting and especially en- sored by Sigma Gamma Rho
joyable.
Sorority, Inc. You will be hear.
The talent presentation of ing more about it next week.:
' the season was the "Miss
Guest in the home of Mrs.
Bonze West Tennessee Page- Ethel Rutledge recently was
ant" of which results will come her sister-in-law, Mrs. Eva
to you next week.
Rutledge. She was accompaSpeaking of talent, you nied by her daughter and sonWIN FELLOWSHIPS
would be surprised at the in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Monroe
Beaming proudly after receiving notice that they had been
. talent on the Merry Junior Hudson. Formerly of Fort
granted Woodrow Wilson Fellowships for graduate study
and Senior High faculties. You Smith, Arkansas, they now
will be able to see it at its reside in Grand Rapids, Mich.
are Porter Lee Holbert and Miss Fannie Mayberry, both
They
attended the Convocation
best on Friday night, March
honor seniors at Tennessee State university. Holbert and
29 at the Merry High School of the Church of God and
Miss Mayberry plan to study at Columbia university In
Christ
in
Memphis, Tennessee
Gym. This annual affair is
New York City. Grants are offered to persons who plan
and
.while
in
this area, they
sponsored by the Merry High
to enter teaching profession.
also
visited Fort Smith,
Doris Rowe
School Student Council of
Hazel J. Glover
Elice M. Reese
S. Jones
which Isaac Coleman is pres- Arkansas and Hot Springs in
Dorothy Saulsberry
addition
to
Jackson.
Their
visit
ident.
meant much to Mrs. Rutledge
ART EXHIBIT
who
has
been
a
shut-in
for
The Annual Art Exhibit in
connection with the Fellow- some time.
ship Tee was held at Lane col- TRAVELERS
In St. Louis last week was The fourth group of 1963 I MISS ELICE M. REESE —'well be escorted by Clyde the National Honor Society.
*age last Sunday. This presenWation by the Jackson Fed- Mrs. Juanette Beasley, Coun- debutantes to be announced by'A senior at Hamilton high and Warren.
Miss Jones plans to become a
ty
Supervisor. She attended the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity
erated Clubs is looked foreMISS DORIS ROWE — The guidance counselor. She will be
is
aunt,:
being
her
sponsored
by
the
Association of Supervision are the following young womNASHVILLE -- Two Ten-,is now teaching at Lansing,
Ward to yearly. Chairman was
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. P. I. escorted by Joseph Williams.
Mrs. Lucille Sangster with and Curriculum Development en who will be among others Mrs. Inez L. Hoyle. Miss Reese Rowe is a senior at Hamilton I MISS DOROTHY SAULS- nessee State University honor Mich.
held
at
Keil
Auditorium on o bow at a gala ball, scheduled aspires to be a fashion design-,' high where she is a member
Mrs. Carrie Bell Hunt serving
Nashville - born Holbert, a .
BERRY — Daughter of Mr. seniors, Porter Lee Holbert and
as co-chairman. President of March 10 through 14. A very for City auditorium, Friday, er. Her escort will be Robert of the Debutante Society. She
Spanish major and son of Mr.
!
Mrs.
Clarence
Saulsberry,
Fannie
Mayberry
and
won
Wood.
profitable
and
education trip May 8.
Davidson, Jr.
the City Federation is Mrs.
aspires to become a social sci.and Mrs. W. P. Holbert, credits
was reported.
Marie Penn.
The popular high school sen- MISS HAZEL J. GLOVER—'ence teacher and will be es- she is a senior at Booker Wash- row Wilson Fellowships for his hobby with laying the
ington high. Miss Saulsberry graduate study.
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Inc., Several Jacksonians journey- iors being announced this A daughter of Mr. and Mrs. corted by Theodore Pickett.
groundwork for winning his
Gamma Alpha Omega chap- ed to Nashville last Saturday; week are : Elice M. Reese, Ha- Sandy Glover, she is a senior
MISS CAROLE S. JONES --I aspires to become an English The Tennessee State Univer- fellowship. A foreign correter will ag,ain present its to witness the Merry Hornettes zell J. Glover, Doris Rowe, at Melrose high and a member A senior at Hamilton high, she teacher. She is a membi-ir of sity pair were among the
1,475 spondence devotee, honor stu,
scholarship programme, '.'Fash- defend the State championship Carole S. Jones and Dorothy of the Charmetts. She aspires is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.I the Deb-Teens. Her escort will
winners whose tuition and fees dent Holbert keeps up a letterionetta" using the theme: crown for the second consecu- Saulsberry.
to become a sociologist. She:Preston Jones. A member of be Marion Brewer.
plus a $1,500 allowance will chain with pen pals in Sinitic!
Fashions Along the Iva Wall. tive year. Under the efficient
---,be covered by the scholarship Germany, Jamaica, Scotlandi ', The guest model will be furn- coaching of Mrs. Fannie Guland were selected from over Panama, and the BaharriaS.
ished from Carsla's Boutique thrie, three girls made the
Both fellowship winners are '
.9,000 canciidates named by facAll
Star team, namely; Beverly
of Memphis, Tennessee.
listed in Who's Who in Amer.
ulty
members
at
907
colleges
in
Many local models will also Bledsoe, Lottie Spann and
the United States and Canada.,ican Colleges and Universities
share the spotlight who are Nancy Davis. Beverly BledMiss Mayberry and llolbert and are members of more than
soe
was
known to me among the outalso cited as outstandboth
plan to attend Columbia eight national honor societies
A
rosary
for
Mrs.
Frances
ing
guard
and the best attitude
standing attired at all- times.
and other organizations.
Laws will be recited on FriThe crowning of "Miss Fash- guard on Merry's team.
The Raylette Social club University this fall. College
Besides selecting the same
Mayberry,
teaching-bound
Miss
day
night
March
29,
at
T.
held
its
ionetta (Junior and Senior) With these outstanding play.
H.
first party recently at
holds'graduate school, Miss MayHayes and Sons Funeral home the Oates Manor Community is an English major and
will be a spectacular event as era and the backing of the enthe highest academic average berry and Holbert lean toward
and a requiem high mass said Center.
the dinner will receive some tire team, the principal, localigetting the terminal degree in •
at 9 a.m. on Saturday morning
enviable awards and prizes. ty and student body are proud
Members of the club wish of her class.
at St. Augustine Roman Ca- to acknowledge the support Daughter of Lewisburg, Ten- their fields and beginning their '
ircle the date on your calen- of the victory that has been
teaching careers on the college
tholic church.
ar of March 90 at 0:00 p.m. brought to Merry High and the
given by various clubs and nessee's Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
level.
Mayberry,
Miss
Mayberry
is
an
ill the Merry High School City of Jackson, for Jackson
guests
who
attended,
including
Mrs. Laws died at her home
Gymnasium. The donation is is again the home of the State By CHARLOTTA WATSON ing how to talk and how to eat at 1338 Dunnivant st. on Sun- The Royal Rights, Big Ten, ardent sportswoman. She plays Tennessee State Student
with a spoon, to choosing a day morning. Hospitalized in Royal Dukes, Sheiks, Hawks, tennis, volleyball and is an ex- Council president, Joseph R.
only $1.00; although the door Girls' Basketball champions of
Counselor
Mack, a physics major of
price will be $1.50. Chairman the THSAA.
B. T. Washington High School mate and rearing a family, to December, she had been in Charmettes, Holiday Heights, pert swimmer.
Knoxville and senior biology
Musing: The only certainty accepting the inevitability of poor health for some time. Trepeeze, Savettes, Justene Two years ago Miss May- major Miss Martha Tharpe of
:Crump Memorial hospital on we can
She was the mother of Miss Sportsmen, Twenth Century, berry's next-door neighbor and
count on individual- one's own death. So don't rush
Sh aro n, Tennessee received
.last Friday.
ly or collectively is the in- or crush the boy. Let him make Erma Lee Laws, who is ac- Modern Bronzettes, and Nat high school chum, Robert H. honorable mention in this
Miss Little was in Berlin, evitability of change. Change mistakes. He has this right.
tive in Memphis social cir- D. Williams for coming out to McLean, became one of the
Germany, at the time of her implies growth in a positive
Maybe, the boy knows you cles, and the widow of the give them a "Chesterfield University's initial Woodrow year's listing of Woodrow Wilfather's death.
Light-up."
Wilson Fellowship winners and son Fellowship winners.
direction, or as a regression feel that his brother is more I late John Laws,
Mr. Little's death followed to an earlier stage. Nothing advanced. Allow him to begin
on something, follow through,
less than a year the death of can or does remain static.
and if wrong, help him to pick
his musician-son, Booker T. Dear Mrs. Watson:
Funeral services for Mr. Little, Jr.
I am a mother who is inter- himself up, dust himself off,
Booker T. Little, Sr., father of
He is survived by his wife, ested in her children. I have and start over again. He will
be further ahead for haying
opera singer Miss Vera Little, Mrs. Ophelia Manney Little, a pair of twins in school. One
experienced something.
and
another
seems
to
do
very
well,
daughter,
the
othMrs.
were held here on Tuesday
Rainey of er seems to lag . . . and seems Too many times our young
night, March 26. at Gospel Helen Doris Little
not to have confidence in him- people in school, rather than
Memphis.
Temple Baptist church with
do wrong. will do nothing.
Interment was in New Park self. Both are exposed to the
the pastor, Rev. Nesbitt Al- cemetery with T. H. Hayes same things, have an oppor- Therefore their personal growth
ston, delivering the eulolgy. and Sons in charge of final tunity to read the same books, is sacrificed because they do
etc. It certainly is not environ- not feel that they can afford
Mr. Little died in E. H. arrangements.
ment. Do you think I am ex- to make mistakes and suffer
the resultant pain. I am not
pecting too much of him?
trying to justify mistakes, but
Worried Mother
there is a right of free choice.
Dear Worried Mother.
It carries with it "the right to
It is possible that you are make a mistake" and the reexpecting too much. One child sponsibility of paying the conmay develop faster than the sequences of making such a
other. All of life is a series of mistake. Both conditions must
developmental tasks to be mas- be met for proper personality
tered. Only in so far as theI development.
YOU MAY WIN PRIZES GALORE!
child learns to perform acceptably the specific tasks demandHAVE FUN WHILE YOU RUN IN THE MID -SOUTH'S
ed by his developmental age, Back In Ethiopia
not (to be confused with this
—
ZURICH, Switzerland
MOST
EXCITING BEAUTY AND POPULARITY CONTEST
chronological age) will he be
— Emperor Haile Seable to master the next devel- (UPI)
lassie of Ethiopia flew back
opmental task which is thrust
to his capital of Addis Ababa
upon him.
Lest you forget, develop- after a six-day private visit
A
mental tasks range from learn-I to Switzerland.

Mrs. Frances Laws
Will Be Buried
Here On Saturday
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Father Of Opera
Star, Vera Little,
Buried Tuesday
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HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE

MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
Sponsored by
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER

0

•

e4,..../e,p.

HERE ARE THE RULES READ THEM

RULES OF CONTEST

41 to

m s?
isuit
-lens

Two TSU Students Win
Woodrow Wilson Award

4th Group Of Debutantes

AT UNCF CONVENTION — Miss Sydney Ross, centet,
represented Fisk university at the 17th Annual Convention
of the UNCF held recently at the Statier-Hilton hotel, and
seen with her ar Mrs. Erna G. Dozier, left, professor of
English at Tennessee State university, one of the coordinators in the Nashville United Negro College Fund
drive, and Mrs. Marguerite Belafonte, who was mistress of
ceremonies for the occasion. Mrs. Dozier is a graduate of
Benedict college.

FOR SALE:

2142 RAYNER
3 bedroom brick home in choice
location. Has many desirable features,
among which are: carport, 220' wiring for
air conditioner, hardwood floors, fenced in
back yard. Even the handmade venetian
blinds go with the home.

If you ar• that young lady, reviral yours•if by •nt•ring th• "Miss
Mid-South" Contest which is b•ing
sponser•d
the Tri-State
by
Defender.
H•r• ar• th• quolifications for
•nt•ring th• c•ntest.
(1) Any sing l• y pun g woman
between the eget of 16 to 22
y•ors of age, who hes never been
married.
(2) Must be of gisod reputation,
(3) t.4,,g t b. . ,,,,,i,or of eoroe
civic, sociol or r•ligious organi.
:raisin.
(4) Must htsv• written consent of
parents or guardian.
(5) Must hive attained at least
two years in high school.
Rules of th• popularity contest Include:
Contestants
must moister
with the Tel-State Defender not
later than January 19th, 1963.
The starting date for Contestants
to register Is at 10 a.m., Satur.
day, D•c. 15, at the Id-State
Defender office, 236 S. Welling•
tart Ave.
.1. Each contestant must DosS the
official entry qualifications.
2. Must islitain entry qualification
Costa of 200 official votes by
February 2, 1963 to continuo, in
contest.

3. Official starting date is Discernbar 15, 1963 at 10:00 A.34.
4. Ballots will Is. count•d •ach
Saturday •t 3:00 P.M., during the
entire time of contest. Ballots con
be brought or moiled to th• TH.
State Defender's offic•, at the
abov• addr•ss. Each week v•t•s
will b• counter:I, and ran In th• next
issue rif the Tri-State Defender.
5. Each c•ntestant must submit a
recent ph•tograoh of hers•If pr,
ferably (black & whit•, greasy,
5 s 7), bust.
6. Offici•I billets (vot•s) will appear in the TrI-Stat• Defender only.
7. For each new subscription of
the TrI•Statst Defender sold by a
contestant, bonus vot•s will be
awarded. For a 1 year's subscription (56.00) 100 votes will be
awarded; 6 months subscription
(13.00) 50 votes will be awarded
and for n 3 months subscription
(5I.75) 25 yet., will be awarded.
8. Fnch contestant Is •ligibl• to
be sponsored by a business firm,
religious, social Of Civic proem's,.
lion.
9. Centrist ends April 1 3, 1963 at
5:00 P.M.
10. Winner will be announced April,
20, 1963, in th• Tri-State Defender,
11. C•ronation Ball tvill be held
May 4, 1963.
12. Decision of judges final.
13. Entry fee 11.00.

SEND THIS FOR APPLICATION TO THE
MISS MID -SOUTH CONTEST
—
Memphis, Tennessee
236 S. Wellington
Please Send Me An Application and Other
Information For The
MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

PHONE

AGE

SCHOOL OR COLL EGE

DEFEN DER
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DONALD DUCK

ASK YVETTE CHANTE,

IIiTS-ANY NEW HAT.DOES IT
DO ANYTHING FOR "sn?

r

‘('

SAT

OH,REALLY?
WHAT?
IT MAKES ME
APPRECIATE.
'YOU AS
YOU ARE!

...T1,DES SOMETHING

WELL..

GLAMOR GIRLS

WHAT IP,
YOU HAD

TwO HEADS?

Chicagoan Seeks

r-

Mate Of Any Race
,t44:

LOrlimA
1•14

!IL

01
PIZAStri

THE NEW
EVERY YEAR
EVERY YEAR
WM TROT( WE CHECK ,
Z(CDCD ,
OUT EVERY;

AROUND TO
MAKE ON
SEM THE
1E MARKET!
.2:11
NEW MODELS! (

OH-OH! HERE
WE op AGAIN!

16
'
L1CKETY
SPLIT SIX
SIO,000
•
1.

D.

*I by 1,1* FM,1;••

THE CISCO KID
NOT LIKELY/ YAWS!LE-S
LOOK oR BiG BANVON:
MAYBE TNE INDIANS
DECIDED TO CALL

EANYDN,I'M

SEniCA

TOLD Y0u ARE A DEALER
IN vARIOOS MERCHANDISE!

THAIS TRLE,STRAABER
WHAT CAN 120 Poi
-)
you!

1

11

s ,
t
Aho

drinker, Baptist by faith and
Dear Madam Chante:
You have helped so many an ex-sailor. I will answer all
people that I am sure you can letters. I love music.
Johnny Sherman Bennett
find me the right mate. I am
921-27 Camp St.
interested in meeting a womafInd.
Indianapolis,
an with a sweet disposition,
•• *
-a
trua--t'
T-+.7 IT fectionate and understanding.
r—IHMM—...WONDER
I will appreciate a very broad- Dear Madam Chante:
.5-23
IF HE KNOWS I'M =IA
minded woman of any race. I am a young girl 23 years
A CAR-CNG
HASI
old and desirous of pen pals of
ESLIF!_rj-e-p I am single, 46 years old, 6 feet
1 inch tall. I have a brown both sexes. I am planning to
,
complexion and am very af- come to the United States soon
fectionate. I have a good imag- and would like to meet all
ination and am...broadminded. sorts of friends.
'••
Cythia Hicks
I have marriage in mind. Send
2 Telemague St.
photo and I will do likewise,
Port of Spain
also send phone number. I will
Trinidad
keep all correspondence confidential.
etose
•••
Robert Turner
Madam
Dear
Chante:
General Delivery
Will you please help me find
Chicago 80, Ill.
a girl friend in the Chicago
* ••
area. I have a new Pontiac
Bonneville convertable but it
Dear Madam Chante:
is no fun without a girl.
WHILE we TALKS, C/SCO 15
I have been reading your
Ervin Cameron
UNAHARE TNATA RIFLE 45
wonderful
the
in
deeds
good
P.O. Box 744
AWED AT 7NE SACK OF
Defender
years.
Chicago
for
HIS HEAP'
Gary, Indiana
Please try to help me. I am a
•••
gentleman 41 year old and
--•
lonely who would like to cor- Dear Madam Chante:
respond with young ladies be- I am a Negro woman 44
tween the ages of 26 and 45.!years of age. I am cocoa brown
The person I am seeking must'complexioned, weigh 128
be a Christian lady and like pounds and am 5 feet, 31
2
/
nice things, must also be sweet.'inches tall. I am loving and
I have a fairly good job, it gentle and very understanding
doesn't pay much money, but about life. I am sincere, true
I am a hard worker and a non ,and honest and have a sweet

;

voNst,?7

. _ _.

--ia
(0
1,,

the
fo
char
t cif
i
'
emecl
"Cross your

heart and hope to die?"

disposition and a pleasing per- tween the ages of 38 and 42.
R. Lester
sonality. I desire to correspond
7137 S. Yale
with handicapped, shut-ins
Chicago, Ill.
and disabled veterans who are
single, between the ages of
2 and 65. I will answer all

letters promptly and will exchange photos.

Common Market Talks
BRUSSELS —(UPI)— Gov-

Mrs. Betty Morris
233 Kinnard Avenue
Dayton 7, Ohio

ernment representative from
Kenya, Tanganyika, Zanzibar
and Uganda held talks with
• ••
European experts on the trade
relations of their East African
Dear Madam Chante:
I am a young man interested countries with the commos
n meeting young women be- market nations.

HENRY
I
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I HAVE AN IMPORTANT
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POPEYE
HI! DEBBY AND
I WENT SHOPPING!

01-1, MOMS!
I MEAN

BOY
SHOPPING

AND I GOT A
TERRIFIC BID
TO A

WOW!WHAT A
HAUL! DEBBY
GOT A CUTE
NEW DATE!

COLLEGE
PROM!„

HIS NAME IS

-?

AHOY, POPEYE...
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BRICK BRADFORD
WELL.... HELLO,THERE!
I SEE YOU ARE

AWAKENING....WHAT
Is youR NAME?

04.

SECRET AGENT X9
I LIKE THAT
NAME t MY NAME
IS 01-IyLuS!....jusr
cLose YOUR EyE4_
You ARE .STILL.
'SLEEPY!

WHEN YOu DO
AWAKEN YOU WrL.L.

I PEEL. RESTED! \NHV
Am I NeszE?I asmemsete

GESPOND TO EvEizy
commANp 1 GIVE

THE seAcEs1-1,p! How
DiD ICU GET ME ON ...)---,
60Aszy

NOW. AWAKEN'

s ,`C.41.- CCai TOTNiNK
YOU COULD HAkE HAD NONE'
THAN WIRT PesuN66,&ME! OF IT; AR.CORRI49AN,
HE DID SAY HE 5445
AFTER SNFTY DICHED VLI,IE
PLVNED TMECAK(AGRA CLEF.' 11E4540 SOVEIMERE

No mew

ANY PEA MERE
FLAW 605E HIM THERE

IbLNELIKEAKNO!

rA,MANG lb!
LET5EE....IT
WAG DOWN TO-.
SAN -.NES- S,01
60,1671•Iniel I
JUST cuff

Kam? THAT
ELimiNATES
SEVERAL.
FDESOILITIES
VIESTATES.„.

ourir OPEN;
LP THE VMPLE
CARIBBEAN,

AND..
FEVoND

a

WITH
A PELLET paom A
HyPo-GuN..., YOU WILL

yOu WERE GOWNED

STOP REMEMSERANG
NOU WILL. SPEAK ONLY
WHEN I SPEAK TO
-IOU t

0

ADoPTID
ME!

C140ME FER LLINO-1!

vve..Tc4 HIM,FATHEIZt
I'M a•DoN610 cr4ANGE
0.0THING SO I WU.
NOT tiE EEGDGNIZED
IN THAT CASINO t

WATCH WHAT

YOU'VE GrvEN
HIM °tames TO
BE QUIET!....
YOU HAVE A
4.ivE ,
ROBOT!

1 SEIZAVEO it,
LET'S Go,
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*Moore's Death
Revives Call
For Ring Curbs

SPORTS
HORIZON

By BILL LITTLE
Hines has switched Hendricks
to third base.
, TOUGH FOR CHAMPS
He was the Red Devils clean.
Defending titleholders in the
Prep Lague have found rough Up man, having a batting aver.
age of .462 and slugged at an
sledding thus far in their at.
tempt to successfully defend 120 clip with two homers and
three triples. Lee, who went
championships won during the
LOS ANGELES — In'Fess again refuses to act on
1961-02 school boy campaign. to Southern in the fall and
3irmo i ic
are now in the servthe wake of the death ofitheuittproblem.
Already the circuit's football Haraway
(Sugar) Ramos, visice. Haraway was a catcher.
crowns
basketball
have
and
f or m er featherweight ibly shaken by the news that
Lee Tavlo r. a senior allbeen snatched from last year's
champion Davey Moore, Moore died of brain injuries,
winners Manassas and Booker:Memphis returnee in center
he didn't know if he would
'field and Jacuqes Tate who
T. Washington. Both had won'
a classic little fighter wholisiagihdt again.
going undefeated during' made the all-star team as a
while
metimes appeared invincible
out
Ramos, 21, who knocked
freshman last year will have
the regular season.
e clamor for a ban on boxing Moore and took away his feathPLANNING SCOUT POW-WOW
The grid season found Ma- to carry the heavy offensive
began growing more insistent, erweight title, said, "I don't
Charles Horner. chairman: Mrs. Geraldine Best, Mrs. nassas heavily cut into by load. Both have proven that
not only locally but throughout know," when asked if he would On saturday, APPII 20, a "Pow-Wow" for cub scout leaders
Dorothy Brooks and Mrs. Mary Branch. Standing from graduation causing the Tigers they can swing the bat. Taylor
will he held at the Walker Elementary school in Walker
the world.
continue his boxing career.
hit .405 and led the team with
left are Masby Bttrichard, Felix Webber, Daniel Durr, Maury to plunge all the way to sev- four home
Moore died exactly one year He spoke little to newsmen in Homes, and those persons interested in that phase of scout
runs while Tate
and one day after Benny (Kid) his hotel room, grunted answers work are invited to be present. Seen here making pldns for
Branch, James Christopher. Norval Powell. Lucius Gibson, enth place in the league stand- didn't break into the line-up
ings. The Tigers yielded the l
Paret suffered the same fate and tossed back and forth on the meeting, seated from left, are P. V. McMillian, Mrs.
harry Haysbert and Brooks. — t Withers Photo)
throne to their arch-rivals, the until the fourth game but hung
when he was dethroned in a the bed with hi, hands cover- LAU1.1 Roberson, Mrs. Irene Gleeden, Nits% Bobbie McGhee,
a .352 swat mark. James
Washington Warriors.
welterweight championship bout ing his face.
Fowler, all-Memphis at first
Na.
defending
Warriors,
The
•
with Emile Griffith in New "I heard about it early this
move to shortstop.
base,
tional Tournaments victors)
York. Paret was knocked out in morning . . . I'm wordless . . .
James Eubanks, the
and
city
their
of
stripped
were
the 12th round of the bout I don't know what to think,"
!ne
whoo
holdover from the patch.
l
regional honors by Lester
March 24, 1967, and died April Ramos said.
•
carried Bluff City colors to the ing staff with a 4-0 slate, could
3 without regaining conscious- Manager Carlos (Cuco) Conde
determine the fate of the Red
Cub scout leaders of the Saturday, April 20, starting at' handicrafts, and John Davis, ministration.
finals of the state tourney beness.
said, "Now we don't know what
Persons desiring to attend the fore being walloped by Pearl Devils. He will be backed up
Ironically, Griffith fought on we'll do . . . lf there is a bene- North, Central and South di- 1 p.m. It is open to all interest- Jr., ceremonies.
by two untried rookies.
I Also Chai)les Thomas, ex- Pow-Wow will pay a nominal High of Nashville.
the same card as Moore in the fit for Moore's family, we want visions of the Chickasaw Coun- ed persons.
Heading the "Pow-Wow," the I hibit sand midway; James fee of $1.50.
in track MELROSE, HAMILTON
king-pins
Surviving
triple championship bout Thurs. to be here to fight for it."
cil of the Boy Scouts of AmeriThe meeting will be of ape- and field and baseball are the CONTENDERS
for the division,'Christopher. physical arrangedaYl.
It marked the second time ca will present a mammoth first of its kind
are Charles Horner, chairman; ments; Mrs. Laura Roberson, cial interest to cub committee- last of the crown b..,arers who In the last four years no
Moore, 29, champion for four Ramos had been involved in a
aaters and den might be put on the chopping champ has repeated and it)
years before he was dethroned bout in which his opponent later Cub leaders training program Lucius Gibson, promotions and blue and gold banquet; and men, cub rn
serve the
Washington, cinders light of those statistics Hamilin One of the most bruising bat- died of brain injuries, accord- at the Walker Elementary attendance; Daniel Durr, games Harry Haysbert, a national mothers who wish to
and Melrose could end up
Blanchard, staff representative, park ad. community in a better manner. champ, w ill gete
Neeby
the first acid ton
tles seen here in years, lapsed ing to Nat Fleischer's Ring Rec- school in Walkers homes on section;
fighting it nut down the wire.
to a coma 40 minutes after the ord book, Jose ;Tiger) Blanco,
test as the trackers end their
'Pitching is better than half of
f
'ht and never regained con- a Cuban lightweight, died Nov. popular referendum in 1964 on
rheeetswtahieriloartsterhi‘psater(ti om
,m
it in school boy circles and the
sciousness.
9, 1958, of injuries suffered in banning the sport in California.
aforementioned squads have a
and Bertrand in a scheduled
a fight with Ramos in Havana The constitutional amendFEDERAL CURB ASKED
pair of classy frontliners. Headment, if aproved by two-thirds
In Washington Sen. Estes Ke- the night before.
on the Melrose cinders to give
fauver, D-Tenn., termed the In Sacramento two Republi- vote of the legislature, would
Willie Fuller who
notice that they expect to be will be lefty
death of Moore "another tragic can legislators planned to in- have to go to the people for a
came on strong toward the end
the exception among dethroned
milestone in boxing history" and troduce a constitutional amend- final decision.
of last season.
'defending titleholders and insaid he is reintroducing a bill ment banning boxing in Califor- Britschgi indicated that his
Hamilton's unoredictable Laramendment would call for
to put the sport under govern- nia.
D. C. _lend to repeat again this sea- ry Dailey can be as tough as
WASHINGTON,
son as champions. Douglass alThe legislative counsel speed- abolition of both professional
ment regulation.
(D-Mich.)
Hart,
A.
Philip
Sen.
CLEVELAND — The United Recreation in Cleve- introduced a bill that would so competed in the latter meet, they come out on the mound,
Kefauver said his bill would ed work on the amendment and amateur boxing, although
land.
however, Coach Burrell Lee
Carl
Assemblyman
end
an
urged
only
the governor
Insure a close check on the phy- promised by
fifth edition of the annual For Williams, it was a gruel- broaden the responsibilities of but unexpectedly. The Red like Douglass will have to find
to the track for a
came
Devils
sical condition of licensed box- A. Britschgi, R -Redwood City, to professional fighting.
CornRights
Civil
Federal
the
24
and third starters.
Negro Bowling Association ing test as he bowled games
since Melrose and those second
and Alan G. Patee, R -Salinas. "This kind of thing has got to
ers.
to qualify and a round robin mission and would extend the workout have the only regu- The latter problem gives. the
Hamilton
'The time has come for box- The lawmakers had the back- stop and the only way we're classic here saw two new finals of 64 games. Mrs. Hurd life
issjoofo ther anotherfive-year-ol
rest of the league an equal
ing either to be cleaned up or ,ng of Gov. Edmund G. Brown, going to stop it is to stop box- faces step into the winner's ironed 16 games of qualifying
dyears. lation ovals in the Prep League. chance to over take the fitint
don't
"I
said.
Britschgi
and'
He
said,
out,
ing,"
you're
Kefauver
abolished,"
Hart's bill would allow the Play ball,
issued a statement Friday know how long the legislature circle to claim their crowns. and 36 games in the women's
phrase- runners.
added that he would advocate who
commission to serve as a civil you're safe, familiar
will build its atBob Williams of Berkley. round-robin finals.
a
seek
on."
woud
go
this
he
like
things
be Manassas
announcing
will
Conlet
can
if
Spring,
boxing
with
of
the abolition
rights advisor to local com- ology
tack around all-Memphis catch
week
this
city
In Paris, Eugene Rabret, gen- Calif. halted the four-year
the
across
echoed
munities, industries, communi_
er James Walker. Walker is a
opens its
eral secretary of the European reign of Brunswick staff memty organizations, labor unions as the Prep League
good receiver and can hit the
long
since
season
bassball
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK Boxing Union, criticized those,ber J. Wilbert Sims, when he
fourth
and anyone else who wished
ball. Coach Johnny JohnChicagoan,
the
urging the banning of profes- out-paced
rejuwas
sport
horsehide
to benefit from the commis- the
son. will have his work cut out
SAFE DRIVER? DESERVE LOWER RATES?
points to
56-game
The
sional boxing because of the 282.30 Petersen
1960.
in
venated
sion's experience in solving
trying to plug infield gaps
278.03. His efforts netted him
CALL ON US. DRIVERS IN TROUBLE TOO
death of Moore.
schedule gets underway March caused by the graduation of
Parents of children attend- tensions and injustices.
Rabret said he was sure the $1,500 and the champion's
through
runs
and
(Monday)
25
Since its inception, the cornM a Ion e and Robert
accident that caused aloore's trophy while Sims settled for ing the Cummings Elementary
Play- Ben
mission has investigated dis- May 3. The post season
"Hound" Williams.
school were invited to see
and
8,
6,
death was a fall on the back second place and $1,000.
May
for
slated
are
offs
crimirtation in - voting rights,
Coach Bill Fowkles says his
of his head and not just the In the women's division, their children at work in the
JA 68971
education, employment, haus- 10.
COLUMBIAN TOWER
Washington nine won't be very
some
beating inflicted on him by Cu- Cleveland kegler Gloria Hurd classrooms during a recent
combined
Douglass
of
ing and the) administration
large but very scrappy. The
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK ban refugee Sugar Ramos in toppled the tenpins to the tune "Brotherhood Week" observed justice.
Its reports and rec- stout pitching and some hefty Warriors tailed off last year
of 156.15 Petersen points for at the school.
their world title fight.
and
undefeated
hitting
to
the
been
have
when they ran into pitching
Teachers and pupils were ommendations
Rabret said: "The Russians first place and $600. Sadie
basis of remedial action by cop the title last year with a trouble. Oddly, with a no-hitand other amateur boxing asso- Dixon of Philadelphia captur- later seen during a program.
and MaHamilton
record.
14-0
executhe
and
Congress
ter thrown in its first game by
highlighted with a play en- both
ciations are always saying that ed second place and $300.
nassas were in contention until a pitcher slated as the number
branch
R. F. Williams, Brunswick titicd: "Our Neighbors Far live
'pro' boxing ts a earbrous sport
the last week of the seasnn, two man, it looked as that deexpects
he
that
said
Hart
Cleveland branch manager, And Near Our Brothers."
which should be stopped.
civil Either could have won it had partment was A-1. Willie Ward
administration
The program was conclud- other
congratulates the new king
introduced Douglass faltered in the least. developed arm trouble and
and queen of the NBA on ed with remarks by the prin- rights bills will be
Kindly send me the Tri-State
The Red Devils put together a
slumped badly being
their bowling performance. cipal, Mrs. Helen M. Hooks, shortly,
record string of 17-consecutive edged
rosgeed out for fourth by MelThe victory march of the two who expressed her appreciaDefender to address below
d
e
h
l
t
inigistor
began with a starting field of tion to parents for interest
With a year of experience for
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
128 men and 64 women, at shown in pupils and the school.
,Play-offs. The Golden Wildcats, many of their players Carver,
gain
to
fourth
barely finishing
Bertrand and Lester should
2277 SOUTH
ATLANTA, Ga. — The Stu- a Play-off berth, upset favored .improve on their records. CarTHE NEW TRI STATE DEFENDER
THIRD STREET
round
first
their
in
!dent Nonviolent Coordinating 'Hamilton
ver and Bertrand could be real
I TO
Committee (SNCC) will host !game.
IspMlers.
8L;1' AND SELL CLEAN
over 300 students at its third 'DOUGLASS
Melrose at Hamilton, Doug.
USED CARS
annual conference of student! The Red Devils will have a lass at Carver, Washington at
build,
to
which
in
anti-segregation protestors good nucleus
Bertrand and Lester at ManasEASY TERMS
IR 64573
2159 CENTRAL AT COOPER
here Easter weekend,
around but will have to find sas was now the opening day
Zone No
I Street Address
OFFICE wH 8-6443
key
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
five
tor
The conference theme is replacements
schedule appeared.
PHONE
State
City
"Emancipation Then; Freedom players, including three allR h / \ f: .1 HE.
MEMPHIS 9, TENNESSEE
/,.1 R(4;
Charles
performers,
Memphis
Now."
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"
Ruby Doris Smith, confer- Hendricks, T. C. Haraway and Ask Seat Belt Lew
ence coordinator, said that stu- James Lee. Lee was voted the
TALLAHASSEE, Fla, —
dents from every Southern league's most valuable player.
state will attend. The confer- He led the league with a 5-0 (UPI) —The Florida Legislative
omm••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ence participants will attend pitching mark and in 38 1-3 in- Council voted to ask the legis• workshops on nonviolence, flings pitched, struck out 54 lature to pass a law requiring
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•
Southern politics and social while compiling an ERA of 1.11. all new automobiles to have
• action,
and will hear speakers Doubling as an outfielder the seat belts, starting with 1964
•
models.
• give new ideas and techniques little southpaw hit .366.
• to be used in the anti-segrega- Another loss through gradu8 A.M.-6 P.M.
tion struggle, she said.
•
ation will be righthander WilSat. or Sun. $1.25
av
Monday
lie Lewis. probably the most
•
Sat. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
underrated pitcher in the
thru
Sun. Open 8 A.M. to 2 P.M.
league last year. Lewis, used lost off S.Belevue at Alcy
•
Friday
CAN YOU USE
mostly in relief, was 4-0 for
•
acres of load, improvthe year with a remarkable .033 Almost 25 year old brick & con•
ed with
MORE
ERA. Lewis' first starting as- cret• 2 stcry buildtng, central•
3100 Summer at Baltic
signment was in his third game,
t
CANE COLE
ci bzd
HUNKY DORY
lwyithh satedd&aircontditio
Ni••••••••••••••••••••••••••ame
10 strikeout job in a key viccapacity
1:30
to
P.M.
12:30
7 to 8:30 A.M.
tory over Hamilton. Lewis is 500r in main auditorium. BuildGROUND FLOOR
3 P.M. to Sign Off
on the Arkansas State roster. ing can •o ally be adapt•d to
11 to 12:30 A.M.
STERICK BUILDING
Also in the Southwest Confer- other uses. Can b• bought for
•WPOIRI 101k5 UK( You
ence is Hendricks at Southern the land value.
Off Pd./MINI/Al
U. in Baton Rouge, I.a. A shortURWCE"
stop at Douglass, Coach Bob
Ed James

Cub Scout Tow-Wow' To Be Held April 20

New Champs Take
Bowling Titles

Bill Would
Broaden Scope
Of Rights Unit

Cummings School Is
Visited By Parents

OK Automobile Insurance

go

New Subscription Order

&laic
Auto Sales

tryiufzhr.ossbeefooretbgetft,
300 SNCC Workers to,
Meet In Atlanta

John Ronza's

CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS

•

4

CAR WASH $

CHURCH FOR SALE

•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •

SECURITY
BANK
FINANCING

0
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 to 9:30 A.M.
2 to 3 P.M.

BRO. BOB
9:30 to 11 A.M.
1:30 to 2 P.M.

WILD BILL
4 to 7 A.M.

WLOK
1 480

.51395
'58 IMPERIAL-7dr.
'59 CHEV_.-4 dr. Utak . ..51097
'58 PONTIAC•4 dr.
$ 695
61191
'600000E-2d,
'57 FORD-2dr
$ 395
'60 CORVAIP-4 dr
$ 995
S 395
'58CHrVROLt.T.4dr
$ 895
'59 RAMBLER-4 dr
'6O PONT-4dr. Air Cond.. S1195
$1445
'62 RAMBLER•4 dr
$1495
'59FONTIAC•4d,
'58 FORD-4d,
$ 795
'58 BLICK-4 dr.
$ 395
$ 895
'59 FORD•2

'55
'56
'56
'55
'53
'52

S

CHEVROLET
OLDSMOBILF
BUICK
BUICK
FORD
OLDSMOBILE
FROM

00
UP

SECURITY
RAMBLER
675 UNION

JA 5•631/7

CASH/
CITY FINANCE

324-2664
TEST YOUR SPORTS IA

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED

'WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

Ph. FA 7-6033

IN

.

SPORT
MAGAZINE'S
$7,000 QUIZ

Make your sports know-how
pay big dividends! Enter
SPORT magazine's Giant
$7,000 Quiz today! First prize
$2500..2nd prize $1500...3rd
prize $1000 plus many additional valuable prizes: TV
sets, golf clubs, bowling equipment, fishing equipment, skin
diving sets, many more. All
details and entry rules in the
May issue of SPORT magazine, now on sale everywhere.
Enter today!
In the lance big iasile you'll
enjoy articles on Yogi Berra,
Vic Power, Gil Hodges, Bart
Starr, Arnold Palmer, PLUS
"The Ballplayers Pick the '63
Pennant Winner." All In May
SPORT.

SPORT

Magazine

NOW ON SALE EVERYWHERE,

Wm, P. Kenworthy
& Co.
Plaza Bldg
Realtors 324-6631

Buy Your
1963
Cars Or
Used Cars

From Us
SUIT
YOUR PURSE

FINANCING TO

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FOR
DEALERS

THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871
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Wm.Searcy Jones, A Navy
Veteran, Dies At Kennedy

MELROSE
REVIEW

Classified Ads...

By WILLIE MAE JOHNSON the theme was "Let's Get Acedy:'
arihla
& BPLRBANA ANN 1NLk.Y iquF
Friday, March 8, the first
Hell o, this is Willie and meeLng was at 8:30 a. in. PreBarbara iettiag you 10 on ttic isiding was Patricia Lane. It's
Hel Wanted
Houses For Sale
Funeral services for Mr. Wil- Viola Parker, and the obituary A ts. For Rent
latest happenings around the purpose was to elect officers.
liam Searcy Jones, who died read by E. A. Hawkins.
FURNISHED ROOM WITH HA LTRAGSDALE 1131PLOYMLNT
WHY?
greater Nit. Pisgah High.
here in Memphis on March 7 Survivors include his father, nath-witter • lights furnished Pima.
At 3:30 the newly elected; By PATRICIA SCOTT &
BastitY OPerator to NotIt In
Buy New Home With Muddy Yard
Btt 5-7124.
Whit. kleauty MOP
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WELLINGTON, UPSTAIRS. $25.00.
in the Tournament.
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Water furnished. Call BR 2-2115.
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Tom Sawyer's Appliance Co.
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Work for wife
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AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Business Services

Situation Wanted

Furn. For Sale

Special Services

New History Of
Slavery To Be
Published

NEED MONEY?

TRI-STATE
•
DEFENDER

For

Club Plans First
Social Affair

State Savings Bank

CLASSIFIED

so.iaanng Dance

The Famous
Beale St. Shopping Center
STUDIO-1
"THE BEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY"
by

ERNEST WITHERS
319 BEALE STREET

M&H

WAYNE'S

COLETTA'S

CLEANERS
& HATTERS

SHOE STORE BENST
EASTER STYLE
SHOES FOR MEN
BLACK & WHITE
NYLON
ALLIGATOR SHOES

TAILORS

151 Beale St.

129 Beale
"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WAIT"

SPRING WOOLENS FOR
EASTER HAVE ARRIVED

W• Have Brien In Built,.,. 15
Y•orc Because WI Aro Sp•clallet• In Our F1•14.
Visit M &

TUXEDO RENTALS

525-9395

H BARBER SHOP

Mason. Orthoreut, and Chas. Chester
Shoe Representative.
Call WH 2-4513
Bruce N. Boyd, Sr.

Houses For Sale

1796 PATTRICK
NEAR HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
OWNER ASSUMES
414 percent V. A. Loan '563.22 Monthly
Notes; Nothing Down, Or New FHA
Loan With 2300 Down Plus Cloning Cost.

NEW LOOK
3 Bedroom. Tile bath-Fenced Backyard
GL 8-5255
Office 398-7682
TWO NICE HOMES
1213 Dempster, Hardwood floor..
1263 Newark, 3 Bedrooms. Come
see. Easy Terms. Bill Winemiller.
CARTER REALTY CO.
GL 8-5666 3294 Poplar FA 7-5360

DAILY

CHECK OUR ADS
T
PA
E'S
MEN S SHOP

417 SO, PARKWAY EAST
OPEN FOR INSPECTION
CHARMING 7 ROOM BRICK
Price Rearmed to $11,160.00
3350.00 CASH, PLUS CLOSING
/4. W. FLOORS, RED GUM TRIM
Mrs. L. Fitter
BR 5-6909
LARKIN-GOWAN, INC.
BR 5-8174
NICE HOME FOR RENT
3 LARGE ROOMS - HALF BATH.
retired or settled couple. Near popular bus bee. Rove FURNISHED.
BR 2-3237

EASTER IS
APRIL 14th

138 BEALE STREET

MONEY LOANED ON

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Articles of Value
Diamonds
Jewelry
MONEY LOANED
Watches
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
Golf Clubs
176 & 176 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300
. Shotguns-Tools

EPSTEIN

LOAN OFFICE

011

162-164-166 BEALE ST.

CALLING

ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL

1
1

I
I
1

122 BEALE

i
iL

I,
54.
2 ,
PR. 1

DEPT.
STORES

125 BEALL - 1221 THOMAS

.._____

-

NY U. S. BOOS

108 Beale
or
182 So. Main St.
MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE

YES

UNCLE SAM'S PAWN SHOP
Children's SHOES
I
1

BERT'S

•

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SHOTGUNS - CAMERAS - DIAMONDS
RADIOS - JEWELRY - CLOTHING

I

ONE COUPON TO CUSTOMER

•

LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE ST

ON ANYTHING OF VALUE

,1 COUPON
I1 LsAEDAImESLEss HOSE

,

MORRIS'

MONEY TO LOAN!

JA 6-1450

RED HOT

Expert Watch Repairing

I
I

I
1
1
I

.11, ...
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DRESSES

sit

Ladies' S
Newest Styit?!le
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•
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•

BRASSIERES $395

98
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$
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to• 16 6•11.
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•
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Up Te iS
White,
American
mode famous
brands. Choice

THIS

Newest Felt
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,
comr• Mein
tell
,nd

Ladies'

DRESS SHOES
Three styles.
Clack only.
Site 4 to 1.

44

PAIR
i0

11•111111•1111111Mirrlicrileila.:-:
Ladies' Large S...

NYLON $19
BED
JACKETS

AN

1

eo.

161 BEALE STREET

PULLING
POWER

ALL

NEWSBOYS

AMERICAN
LOAN CO.

Uncle Sam Says...

•-tt

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale

NEED-MONEY?
AT YOUR INCONVENIENCE,
MEET ME AT

Watch
S100
Crystals
Stretch
$100
Bands
Italian
Sunglasses..$1°9

CAPITOL LOANS

HAVE

SHOP NOW
159.61 Beal St
1A 1.6751
•••1!••••/./MNS,
M
,
1=0

ATHAN'S
N LOAN FFICE

ADS

ADVERTISER

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

Cal

- •-

•

TRY
A ONE
TODAY'

or Come In Today.

Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)

YOU KNOW SIIE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi Stale Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouragedi
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM HELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, Just over Mississippi Slate Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Ile sure to look for the HED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven Stale Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAIM BF:LL'S IIANI) SIGN.

CALL
JACKSON
6-8391 •

